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Why is the provision of healthcare so hard to improve?
Whether we consider Canada,1 the United Kingdom,2
Sweden,3 or the United States,4 waits, delays, and can-
cellations negatively impact on patients and their fami-
lies, teams of care providers, and hospital operations
despite the effort and resources directed at solving
these problems.5 At the recent workshop on Modeling
Healthcare Systems,† it has been argued that at least
part of the difficulty is a limited understanding of how
changes in organization, management and policy in the
health system affect the delivery of healthcare services. 
Indeed, the need for new approaches to assess
changes before implementing them is well recog-
nized.6,7 One innovation is the use of computer simu-
lation to identify the likely outcomes of policy and
management initiatives.8 Although simulation of
healthcare processes is not new,9 few health systems
have used simulations to re-engineer delivery of health
services.10 There is growing appreciation that the com-
plexity of healthcare processes exceeds the capacity of
individual disciplines - health services research or oper-
ations research - to substantiate healthcare reform.11,12
At the workshop, an international group of scholars
has provided sufficient evidence that a new interdisci-
plinary framework, which links health services research,
operations research, and computer sciences, is required.
Specifically, it has been argued that the evaluation of
policy initiatives should include the simulation of
health-system operations.13 In turn, the methodologi-
cal rigor of evaluative studies should be applied to the
analysis of simulation experiments.14
Health services research is the study of the organiza-
tion, use and outcomes of healthcare delivery. Over the
last three decades it has documented wide variations in
outcomes of healthcare delivery to the patient popula-
tion.15 Yet, health services research has not been sufficient
for predicting the impacts of changes in organization and
management of surgical care owing it to ethical and
methodological constraints for conducting comprehen-
sive research on management alternatives in the hospital
setting. As such, the link between organization of hospi-
tal services and patient outcomes of care delivery is rarely
addressed explicitly or tested empirically.16
Computer simulation is an operations research tech-
nique to evaluate a system's performance.17 The under-
lying premise is that a collective experience of simulated
paths through the system is the result of the system's
operations.18 Modeling patient flow is considered a
powerful approach to assessing the likely response of a
health system to changes in organization, management
and policy.19 Applications of the simulation approach
include evaluation policies for hospital admission,20
scheduling appointments,21 capacity planning,22 bed
planning,23 patient flow,24 and wait-list management.25
Simulations facilitate reaching consensus on resource
allocation by providing estimates under different scenar-
ios considered by decision-makers26 and boost the cred-
ibility of a request for healthcare resources by showing
event chronology, volume and mix.25 It is also recog-
nized that the uncertainties and complexity of healthcare
delivery exceed the capacity of the current state of ana-
lytic modeling to predict the consequences of individual
actions taken by specialists, hospital managers, or
patients.20,27 Most modeling efforts are generally intend-
ed to capture limited phenomena, or a small part of a
larger process. Some argue that understanding patient
flow requires looking at the entire peri-operative process,
rather than individual activities.5
Applying simulation to healthcare has given birth to
a variety of approaches to constructing modeling
instruments.28 System dynamics approach represents
aggregated patient flow as continuous-time changes in
the population of system states. System dynamics mod-
els have been used in simulations of primary, secondary
and community healthcare.29 The models were con-
structed for both an individual emergency depart-
ment,30 and the entire system of emergency care in a
region.31 Although system dynamics methods are used
for understanding the structural sources of different
behaviour modes, the utility of the approach for study-
ing changes in policy and organization is not known.
Markov models are extensively used to evaluate
healthcare policies.32 The aggregated flow of patients
through a system is represented by a finite set of states
© 2005 CIM Clin Invest Med • Vol 28, no 6, December 2005 305
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Advanced Studies Exploratory Workshop Program and the
Canadian Institutes for Health Research Symposium Grant,
www.mhcs.pwias.ubc.ca
and transition probabilities. A limitation of using Markov
models for complex systems is that it is not possible to
describe interaction between concurrent processes.
In the discrete-event simulation approach, the func-
tioning of a system is modelled as a finite-state machine
with transitions occurring upon some events.33 It has
been argued that discrete-event simulation is especially
appropriate in healthcare, where patients are subject to
multiple concurrent processes and placed in multiple
queues.28 Discrete-event simulations have been used to
study outpatient clinics,34 emergency admissions,35
peri-operative process,36 and treatment of coronary
artery disease.37 By simulating processes that advance
individuals through a system, these models are more
understandable and more closely resemble reality than
Markov models, in which transition probabilities are
applied equally to all members of a pre-defined cohort.
In the agent-based approach, the system's function-
ing is modeled by the behavioural specification of each
agent (patient, caregiver, manager, organization) and
rules of interaction between agents. It has been argued
that the agent-based approach allows realistic represen-
tation of complex organizations and concurrent behav-
iour patterns.38 The approach has been applied to
performance evaluation in manufacturing39 and clinic
appointments.40 Agent-based reasoning was used for
scheduling, information search, and distributed med-
ical diagnostic facilities.41 However, its utility for
patient flow modeling is not well understood.
There is an increasing number of applications of
visual formalisms to modeling queuing systems for
performance evaluation.42 For example, Statecharts uses
notions of subordination between states, parallel states,
and event broadcasting for describing reactive event-
driven systems.43 In addition to being a specification
language, Statecharts is executable and used as a simu-
lation engine.
Despite a variety of approaches, little research is
available on the appropriateness of modeling tech-
niques when the goal is to assess the impact of changes
in organization, management and policy on outcomes
of delivering health care to the patient population. The
purpose of the workshop was to bring together
researchers from different disciplines to jointly work
toward assessing the research possibilities in the area of
modeling healthcare systems and to develop a research
agenda. This issue of CIM publishes the extended ver-
sion of workshop talks presented by scholars, health
policy and decision makers.
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Abstract
Wait times for medical procedures in Canada are uni-
versally thought to be too long, particularly for elec-
tive procedures. In this paper we point out the
conceptual and practical difficulties surrounding wait
list management in Canada. We suggest that while
waits need to exist as a distributive allocation policy,
the data to make informed decisions about wait times
and their impact on patient care is absent. We also
show that current waitlist initiatives lack an underlying
conceptual model of why waits occur. The paper con-
cludes with a discussion of why operational research
(OR) models are not in greater use for wait list man-
agement and suggest a program of research to
improve knowledge uptake for OR models. 
Introduction
In Canada, as in much of the industrialized world,
there is a great deal of interest from the public, gov-
ernments, and policy analysts around the issue of waits
for medically necessary treatments. In 2005, the fed-
eral government, in partnership with the provincial
ministries of health announced a $41 billion initiative
to reduce waits, specifically targeted at orthopaedics,
cataract surgery, cancer, cardiac care, and diagnostic
imaging.1 Concern over wait times for health care is
not a new phenomenon; specific instances have been
noted in the academic literature for over 15 yr: reports
in the popular press are legion. A recent decision by
the Supreme Court of Canada (Chaoulli v. Québec)
which paves the way for the buying and selling of pri-
vate insurance for medically necessary services, places
further emphasis on wait times in Canada.2
It is clear that as a country we are now, and for the
foreseeable future will be, spending a great deal of
money to ameliorate wait times for medical services. It
may well be worthwhile asking ourselves at this junc-
ture, what we really know about demand for medical
services, patient wait times, how to measure and mon-
itor waits, and what to do to address wait time issues
when they are identified. Curiously, although wait
times are universally acknowledged to exist and to be
too long, there is relatively little we can say about wait
times with any certainty.3,4 Furthermore, techniques
for managing the health care system to address exces-
sive waits are largely absent from the policy arena in
this country.
To quote MacDonald, Shortt, Sanmartin, Barer,
Lewis, and Sheps.3
With rare exceptions, waiting lists in Canada, as
in most countries are non-standardized, capri-
ciously organized, poorly monitored, and (accord-
ing to most informed observers) in grave need of
retooling.
As such, most of those currently in use are at best
misleading sources of data on access to care, and at
worst, instruments of misinformation, propagan-
da, and general mischief.
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Is Waiting for Service Always Bad?
Despite this popular tendency to view all waits as bad,
there is a substantial body of literature in the policy
domain to indicate that waiting for services has some
benefits, at least from a distributive point of view.5
Health care is a social good; unfortunately it is also
a scarce resource, either because of natural shortage or
through allocative decisions. Since additional health
care benefits (at least infinitesimally) the individual
receiving it, demand for health care is infinite, while
supply is finite. Thus, regardless of the system in ques-
tion some form of rationing is necessary.5
It is possible to ration health care strictly on the
basis of price and, by extension the individual's ability
to pay, but price rationing has several flaws. The chief
complaint associated with rationing by price is that it
creates a potentially absurd distribution of a scarce
resource; those most able to pay may not be the most
in need.
Queuing, by contrast, represents a form of non-
price rationing. Since time is thought to be more equi-
tably distributed than money, queuing is thought to
be a more equitable mechanism than rationing by
price.5 Furthermore, queuing, particularly first-come,
first-served, is broadly understood within society and
is seen as being "fair".
Queues, however, are not without their drawbacks.
Queues tend to mask mismatches between supply and
demand. Thus, situations can arise where supply
greatly outstrips demand, but because a queue is seen
as normal, society is slow to make changes to restore
equilibrium. First-come, first-served policies may, like
price rationing, result in absurd allocations: the people
receive services not because they are most in need, but
because they happen to be at the front of the line.5
To counter the issue of absurd allocation, many
health care queues are prioritized; patients are stratified
by need and the more deserving go to the head of the
line. Unfortunately, stratification can be capricious, par-
ticularly if the prioritization decision is shared by sever-
al individuals; what one decision may think deserving,
another may consider frivolous. Finally, it has been well
documented that prioritized queuing systems can be
gamed; there is an abundant literature in Canada that
indicates the wealthy are able to access health care to a
much greater extent than the poor.6
Wait List Management in Canada
Some form of health care rationing is always necessary.
Canada has a legacy of using queues as a distributive
policy. (Canada is not unique in this aspect; the
OECD notes that queues exist in many countries.7)
Given the legacy of queuing as a distributive tech-
nique, most strategies for wait list management focus
on methods to improve the effectiveness of stratified
queuing mechanisms. The specific mechanism for
achieving this can be broadly separated into three
domains: patient prioritization; wait list estimation;
and patient registries. 
Prioritization Schemes
Perhaps the most visible patient prioritization project
is the Western Canada Wait List (WCWL) project.8
Five different tools were developed as part of this pro-
ject for different clinical conditions. The tools employ
an additive point-count measure, based on a variety of
clinical dimensions and were evaluated by comparing
score totals for a set of case studies against a visual ana-
logue scale (VAS). Regression analysis of the point
scores against expert use of the VAS suggests mixed
results, with correlation coefficients ranging from
0.36 to 0.62. Thus, the ability of prioritization tools
to remove subjectivity remains an open question.
More significantly for the Canadian health care sys-
tem, no attempt has been made to use prioritization
tools to establish minimum thresholds for need.
Wait List Estimation
Despite the fact that waits are almost universally
thought to be too long, there are very few regions in
Canada for which definitive statements can be made
about the true nature of the queues encountered by
patients.
Historically, surgeons in Canada have maintained
their own individual wait list records, usually in paper
format, and without any common data standards or def-
initions. The lack of a single repository of patient infor-
mation significantly impacts the quality of wait time data
available in Canada. Methods for estimating patient wait
times by surveying specialists are known to be unreliable
and subject to bias or manipulation. (A 2005 audit of
68,000 patients on waiting lists in BC discovered that
roughly 8,000 patients were either redundant, double
counted, dead, or no longer in need of surgery.9)
Nevertheless, survey methods form the basis for a great
deal of decision making in Canada. Most Canadian
provinces including are now actively gathering wait time
data from specialists and posting it online.9 It is believed
by many that if wait time information is broadly known,
patients will naturally redistribute themselves to institu-
tions with smaller lines, though there has been no formal
testing of this hypothesis.
Waitlist policies
Registries
A number of jurisdictions have begun to build or
install wait list registries. The Capital District Health
Authority in Halifax, Nova Scotia has recently pur-
chased a Canadian made computerized (Access Rx)
wait list management tool. The software is designed to
be a central repository for all patients awaiting surgery
at a CDHA institution.
Registry methods have a number of advantages
over survey methods for estimating queue size: the
data is more meaningful, since common definitions
and data standards are in place. However, there are
substantial capital and operating costs associated with
registry methods. Since the systems are local and rely
upon distributed input, redundancy, double counting,
and patient attrition remain issues to be addressed.
Wait Time Crisis: Your Money or Your Life
Wait time crisis tend to follow a relatively predictable
trajectory.10 In a typical scenario, attention is drawn by
a prominent clinician to a wait time issue in his or her
clinical practice. There is often an indication that the
waits causing suffering or death amongst patients. The
issue is taken up by the media. Attempts at determin-
ing the size and scope of the problem are frustrated by
a lack of objective wait time data; anecdotal informa-
tion is used for decision making. The crisis grows until
abated by an infusion of resources by government.
The size of the health care system increases and the
problem goes away, at least for a while. Increasing the
resources available in the system has the immediate
effect of increasing capacity and decreasing wait.
However, as wait decreases, so also does the threshold
for need. Over time the latent demand arising from
the lower threshold increases traffic intensity and the
system eventually returns to its congested state.11
Latent demand creates a practical problem for
health care funders. A number of studies suggest that
increased spending does not correlate to decreased
wait times for patients. Provincial ministries of health
are therefore reluctant to provide funding holus bolus
without some indication that that additional funding
will secure real reductions in wait times.
Health care and Operational Research
Operational Research (OR) techniques such as queu-
ing theory and simulation would seem to offer an
ideal framework for informing wait list decisions.
Indeed, there is a plethora of OR studies in health care
in the literature, including a number of Canadian
studies. Curiously, however, operational research
models have been largely absent from the current
debate about wait times in Canada.
A number of OR researchers have commented on
the difficulty in applying quantitative models in health
care. Some note the dual management structure in
place in health care. Others point to a difference in
training and inclination between OR researchers and
policy makers. Carter and Blake12, describing applica-
tions within the Canadian system note that OR mod-
els are time consuming and expensive to build.
Specialist skills needed to build and develop models in
existing simulation environments makes OR models
expensive, while the time required to obtain and ana-
lyze sufficient data to build, test, and validate a simu-
lation model is posited as being the limiting step in
most studies. For example, in the area of wait list,
accurate information about true demand for service is
notoriously difficult to obtain. Finally, while most hos-
pitals have care processes that are similar, there is
enough variation in clinical and administrative practice
from institution to institution to make it difficult to
create a generic simulation model of a hospital or
health care system. 
Shedding Light on the Problem: How Can We
Increase the Diffusion of OR Models
Operational Research techniques do offer a useful
framework for informing wait list decisions and should
be an integral component of wait list management in
Canada. However, to increase the diffusion of OR
models in health care, research is required to extend
the modelling environment for health care operations
and to build infrastructure to support evidence based
decisions on wait lists and their management.
Infrastructure
Like all decision makers in health care, OR modellers
are effected considerably by the lack of universal wait
list data. As a community of researchers, operational
researchers must support efforts to collect wait time
information in standard registries, using standard def-
initions and data collection procedures. These efforts
will ultimately yield data that will provide a more com-
prehensive measure of demand. OR researchers must
also support infrastructure developments that will pro-
vide greater process flow data, for example through
the in-house electronic medical records. Finally, there
is a need to support the extension of data collection
throughout a patient's entire cycle of care (the elec-
tronic health record) so that the outcomes of care can
be determined.
Blake et al
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An Agenda for Operational Research
To ensure that wait list issues are addressed in a time-
ly and cost effective manner, the OR community must
make efforts to make modelling faster, cheaper, and
more generalisable. As a first step, effort should be
expended to create a taxonomy to describe, within a
single unified body of knowledge patients, flows,
resources, and institutional management parameters.
A valid comprehensive taxonomy (for example like
Kendall-Lee notation in queuing theory) would pro-
vide a framework for conceptualizing instances of
patient care, would speed process modelling, and
would make models more generalisable since results
would apply to a class of institutions, rather than just
a single hospital or system.
As a community it is also important that the OR
community develop a modelling environment suitable
for simulating patient flow and addressing wait list
issues. The environment is not simply a re-packaging
of existing manufacturing simulation widgets into
hospital widgets (i.e a machine as a bed) , but rather
the creation of a set of elemental modelling con-
structs, based on a comprehensive taxonomy with
defined data elements and standards, that can be used
to build robust, reliable, and reusable simulation mod-
els. Once such an environment is in place, the OR
community can conduct elemental research into the
factors that affect patient flow. This will help identify
key control parameters and uncover correlation
between factors and thus establish what factors, in
what circumstances, are key to effectively managing
and controlling wait time.
Finally, the OR community needs to ensure that
the newly defined modelling framework is embedded
in a user environment that is not only simple to use,
but which supports valid modelling, assists users in
verification and validation, and has embedded tools to
support statistical output.
If the OR community can take these steps, it would
enable the migration of modelling activities from the
research domain into ordinary planning activities. If
the community can increasing the complement of
modellers in this country, through the development of
a robust, easy to use simulation environment, there is
indeed hope that evidence based decisions about wait
lists and wait list management can be made and that
the extra resources promised for Canada's health care
system can be used efficiently and effectively.
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Summary
Since the 1960s, Operations Research models have
been applied to a range of healthcare problems.
Despite the proliferation of papers in the academic lit-
erature, and individual anecdotal success stories, there
are still major issues around getting OR models wide-
ly accepted and used as part of mainstream decision-
making by clinicians, health managers and
policy-makers. In this paper, focussing on simulation
models, we discuss some of the possible reasons for
this, briefly describe one successful implementation
and suggest some potential ways forward.
Introduction
Operations Research (OR) has existed as a scientific dis-
cipline for around 60 years and has been applied to
healthcare for over 40 years. The UK OR Society and
the National Health Service (NHS) held a joint
Colloquium on hospital appointment systems in 1962.1
Since then OR models have been successfully used to
assist clinical decision-making, facility planning,
resource allocation, evaluation of treatments, and
organisational redesign. One of the most commonly
used approaches is computer simulation, widely regard-
ed as the technique of choice in healthcare because of
its power and flexibility. A recent electronic literature
search, using the Web of Knowledge2 and the keywords
"health" and "simulation" found 3,426 references. The
keywords "simulation" and "hospital" gave 1,041 hits,
and "simulation" and "emergency department" gave
1,008 hits.  A review paper of simulation models for
outpatient clinics3 contained 117 references.
Despite this proliferation of academic publications,
and unlike manufacturing industry where a similar lit-
erature exists, there has been no widespread take-up of
simulation by the healthcare industry. This is true even
in the UK, where the Department of Health has an
Operational Research group4 and one might expect
OR models to be institutionalized and widely used
within the NHS. This is certainly not the case. The
picture is more of countless "consultancy" projects
carried out by academics, published in academic jour-
nals, but not widely adopted by other health
providers.
The problems of getting models implemented are
not new. A 1977 paper, tellingly entitled "Why won't
anyone believe us?"5 describes the difficulties of using
simulation models to influence policy-makers. A 1981
survey of simulation projects in healthcare6 found 200
papers, only 16 of which reported successful imple-
mentation. Common factors in these 16 included: at
least one author who worked at the institution con-
cerned, timeliness (a high priority problem), external
funding, and a detailed description of data collection.
A systematic review in 20037 of healthcare simulation
models found 182 papers published between 1980
and 1999, yet very few examples of implementation.
The authors say 
"… we were unable to reach any conclusions on the
value of modelling in health care because the evi-
dence of implementation was so scant." 7, p. 333
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A successful implementation - the Nottingham emer-
gency care project
Nottingham is a city of 650,000 inhabitants in the
East Midlands of England. In 2002 the local health
authority set up a Steering Group to address the prob-
lem of increasing demand for unscheduled care. In
particular, a steep rise in emergency hospital admis-
sions over the past three years had led to a similar
increase in cancelled elective surgeries, and frequent
"red alerts" when the hospitals were closed to all
except emergency admissions. The Steering Group
consisted of representatives from all providers of
emergency and unscheduled care: the Ambulance
Service, the hospitals, in-hours and out-of-hours GP
services, Social Services, Mental Health Services, NHS
Direct (a 24/7 telephone service), the Walk-in Centre
(a nurse-run no-appointment service), Community
Health, patient representatives, and a research team
from the University of Southampton led by Dr Val
Lattimer from the School of Nursing and Midwifery. 
The research had a number of strands, of which OR
simulation modelling was just one. System Dynamics
was selected as the modelling tool because of its strate-
gic perspective and its ability to model feedback effects
in large, complex systems. System Dynamics models
are fast to run, which was a big advantage as it allowed
"what-if" experimentation at Steering Group meet-
ings. The model has been described in detail else-
where.8,9 A process of in-depth interviews and
discussions resulted in a patient flow map and influ-
ence diagrams which were then developed into a
quantitative model using the software Stella.10 The
Stella model enabled the Steering Group to experi-
ment with different scenarios and see immediately the
impact of making changes. 
The findings were presented to the Steering Group
in May 2002, and a "Stakeholder Day" held in June at
which focus groups discussed four key areas identified
for change. A Local Services Framework for emer-
gency care was developed and the recommendations
implemented early in 2003. Currently, the UK
Department of Health is considering extending the
use of the model to other areas. 
Many factors contributed to the success of this pro-
ject, several in agreement with.6 Firstly, the impetus
for the project came from the client - it addressed an
urgent high-profile problem in Nottingham. A charis-
matic and enthusiastic local sponsor chaired the
Steering Group, and there was a spirit of remarkable
goodwill and cooperation among its members.  The
research team itself was multi-disciplinary; health ser-
vice researchers and health economists worked along-
side the OR team. Data collection was given high pri-
ority. The project was also high on the national
political agenda - the right model at the right time.
The model was developed throughout with involve-
ment of the Steering Group. A key factor was the sim-
plicity and interactive nature of the model. Crucially,
money was available to develop the model in the first
place and to implement the recommendations. 
Barriers to implementation
Simulation has been accepted as a standard tool by
manufacturing industry for decades, and the benefits
which have accrued from the use of simulation are
undisputed. Billions of dollars of savings have been
made by the use of models which allow risk-free
experimentation with production layouts, machine
scheduling rules and so on. Few manufacturing com-
panies would dream of building a new production line
without first evaluating the available options through
a computer simulation. So why is this not the case in
healthcare? Is healthcare intrinsically or structurally
different from manufacturing, making the application
of simulation more difficult? If so, what can we do
about it? Harper and Pitt11 describe some of the prob-
lems facing the would-be healthcare modeller.  Below
we outline a few of the key issues.
Culture
Firstly, the healthcare industry is characterised by con-
stant change, upheaval and stress. The traditional clin-
ical hierarchy of doctors and nurses is being replaced
by a new management hierarchy, driven in the UK at
least by Government-imposed league tables and per-
formance targets. Many healthcare workers are resis-
tant to yet more change: as they struggle just to cope
with each day's workload. There is psychological resis-
tance to methods adopted from manufacturing indus-
try, and a feeling that such models are trying to reduce
human beings to widgets in a production line and thus
are doomed to failure. Moreover, in the UK, the NHS
has a poor track record with IT projects, one of the
most famous examples being the London Ambulance
Service Computer Automated Dispatch system in the
early 1990s.12
Cost
Cost is a major issue. Most simulation software is cost-
ly, and modelling and statistical expertise is very
expensive. Despite the vast amount of data collected
routinely in hospitals, it is rarely in a form suitable for
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modelling, so further money has to be spent on data
cleaning and analysis. Simulation projects are there-
fore a major investment for the client, and under-
standably hospitals are unwilling to share their
models. In the UK this is aggravated by the artificial
competition resulting from the league table system,
and in other countries such as Canada it is aggravated
by genuine financial competition between hospitals. 
Data
All models need data, and healthcare data are notori-
ously of poor quality. Many hospitals still use legacy
and incompatible computer systems at best or paper-
based systems at worst. With time, things are slowly
changing: more robust, user-friendly and sophisticat-
ed IT systems are gradually being introduced and
hospital staff are becoming more computer-literate.
Academic research in areas such as data-mining has
provided better tools for handling and manipulating
large datasets. Nevertheless some issues, such as the
legal status of certain patient documentation, have yet
to be satisfactorily resolved. 
Perverse incentives
The high prices charged by business consultancies has
meant that much healthcare modelling work is carried
out as research/consultancy projects by academics.
However, academics and their clients work to differ-
ent agendas. Academics need to publish in peer-
reviewed journals and must thus demonstrate
theoretical or methodological advances. This leads to
complex, sophisticated models, in stark contrast with
the objective of the end-user: a simple, easy-to-use
model. This conflict has been aggravated by research
funding allocation mechanisms such as the UK gov-
ernment's Research Assessment Exercise.  
Generic or specific
All modellers stress the importance of involving the
client/end user at every stage of model development,
as being the only way to secure buy-in. There is clear
evidence for the "Not Invented Here" syndrome:
"This model would not work for our hospital because
we have a totally different process for dealing with hip
fractures in the elderly" and so on.  This suggests
generic models for healthcare may not be feasible.
However the question remains: do we really need
1,008 different simulation models of Emergency
Departments? 
Lessons from industry
One clear advantage that manufacturing industry has
over healthcare is that the education and training of
engineers includes simulation and computer model-
ling, so there is no psychological barrier to be over-
come. The value of simulation is self-evident and so
the necessary money will be found. The costs are con-
siderably reduced due to a further advantage of man-
ufacturing: the software tools (for example, Witness,13
ProModel,14 and Simul815) are generic and can be
applied in virtually any manufacturing system. The
basic components - workstations, conveyors,
resources, buffers and so forth - are common to all
production systems. The ability to link these in a flex-
ible way to model a particular system is key. There
have been some attempts to do this in healthcare (e.g.
the software MedModel16) but to date these have only
met with limited success. The developers of
MedModel clearly believe there is an intrinsic differ-
ence between healthcare and manufacturing industry,
and argue that
"The problem of finding such a tool actually
extends beyond simulation itself since simulation
long ago proved its value to the manufacturing
sector. However, pure manufacturing is anything
but an accurate reflection of what happens in a
healthcare setting." 17, p. 233
Challenges for academia and for practitioners
One of the toughest challenges for academia will be
finding a way to deal with the perverse incentives
problem. We have to play the game: we cannot change
the system overnight. Moreover, there will always be a
need for original, ground-breaking theoretical
research for which no immediate application is obvi-
ous. However, since its inception, OR has been a dis-
cipline focussed on solving real-world problems.
Addressing the problems of real hospitals and real
patients is paramount. 
Modellers need to develop new approaches to tack-
le the tough cultural problems inherent in the health-
care system. A key step is finding the right person who
can act as an enthusiastic and powerful sponsor with-
in the organisation. Operations Researchers also need
to work alongside other disciplines such as health ser-
vices research and health economics in order to exploit
the synergies between them. 
There are further research challenges in developing
truly generic models acceptable to all users, balancing
user-friendliness with scientific rigour and validity, and
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in identifying the right "building blocks" or basic
components of all patient flow systems, so that users
can easily modify existing models and tailor them to
their own hospital, in order to achieve the necessary
sense of ownership.
Similar challenges face the healthcare providers:
through pooling resources and working together
(with universities and software vendors, but most of
all, each other), overcoming the cultural issues and
resistance to change, and implementing robust, prac-
tical data collection systems, the benefits long
achieved in manufacturing industry can begin to be
achieved in health. 
A new initiative in the UK aims to meet all these
challenges. The Network for Modelling and
Simulation in Health, MASHnet,18 has recently been
funded by the UK's Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council to bring together the three commu-
nities: academia, healthcare providers and industry
(software vendors and consultants). The time is right
for collaboration and there is really exciting research
to be done. Academics and practitioners should be
ready to work together on real-world problems which
have the potential to make huge improvements to
healthcare systems worldwide. 
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Capacity decisions in Dutch hospitals are generally
made without the help of OR model-based analyses.
For several years hospital managers have been under
pressure to reduce bed capacity and increase occupancy
rates in the name of operational efficiency. This strategy
is questionable. Variability in arrival process and length
of stay (LOS) can have a major impact on hospital oper-
ation and capacity requirements. If this variability is
neglected during modeling an unrealistic and static rep-
resentation of reality will emerge. Such a model, based
on average numbers, is not capable of describing the
complexity and dynamics of in-patient flow. Too often,
management does not consider the total care chain
from admission to discharge, but mainly focuses on the
performance of individual units. Not surprisingly, this
has often resulted in diminished patient access without
any significant reduction in costs. 
Relevance
The number of refused admission at the first cardiac
aid is significant and, consequently, numerous patients
are turned away to other surrounding hospitals. In the
last three years approximately one out of every eight
arriving patients was refused admission. This means
that, roughly, one patient per day is turned away. This
is unacceptable and puts great pressure on the
required service level. More and more hospitals have
to account for the quality of care that they deliver. An
admission guarantee for all patients entering the
emergency department is one of the main goals of the
hospital. In the case of a heart attack, the sooner the
patient reaches the emergency room, the better is
his/her chance of not only surviving, but also of min-
imizing heart damage following the attack.
Objectives
1. To analyse the cause of bottlenecks in the emer-
gency care chain of cardiac in-patient flow. The pri-
mary goal was to determine the optimal bed allocation
over the emergency care chain, given a required ser-
vice level (max. 5% refused admissions). 
2. To provide further insight into the relation
between natural variation in arrivals and length of stay
and occupancy rates.
Setting
Emergency in-patient flow of cardiac patients in a uni-
versity medical centre in Amsterdam. Computerized
records of 2,813 patients entering the first cardiac aid
(FCA) were used to describe patient flow.
Approximately 90% of cardiac in-patient flow is emer-
gent and therefore difficult to control. The average
number of patients arriving per day was 7.8.
Unscheduled arrivals at the FCA were modeled as a
Poisson process with intensity λ = 7.8, which means
that the inter-arrival times were exponentially distrib-
uted. The Poisson arrival assumption has been shown
to be a good one in studies of unscheduled arrivals.1
Methods
This particular patient flow is characterized by time-
varying arrivals at the FCA, the department where
emergency cardiac patients enter the hospital. The
strong variability of health care processes duration is
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considered during modeling. The coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) of LOS is typically very close to 1.0. This
motivated us to approximate the LOS with an expo-
nential distribution. After accessing the FCA patients
move to the coronary care unit (CCU) before they are
discharged from the normal care clinical ward (NC).
This study applies a stationary 2-D queueing system
with blocking to analyze such congestion in emer-
gency care chains.
Results, specific
1. Refused admissions at the FCA are primarily caused
by unavailability of beds downstream the care chain.
2. Investment in expensive and flexible CCU beds
is more cost-effective than increasing normal care bed
capacity. This is counterintuitive.
Results, general
1. Variation in Length of Stay (LOS) and fluctuation
in arrivals result in large workload variations at nursing
units. Hence, flexibility in staffing levels is critical for
maintaining operational efficiency.
2. The group of patients with extended hospital stay
is relatively small but must not be neglected. In terms
of total resource consumption (TRC) this group is crit-
ical for overall performance of the care chain.
3. Substantial buffer capacity is required to main-
tain blocking percentage under given limit.
4. The LOS of health care processes is not a con-
stant of nature. The 'waiting time' can be as high as
20-30% of total LOS. This is often due to chain
effects.
5. Larger service systems can operate at higher uti-
lization levels than smaller ones while attaining the
same percentage of blocking. Hence, in general merg-
ing departments has a positive effect on operational
efficiency due to the economies of scale.
6. The strong focus on utilization rates of hospital
management is unrealistic and counterproductive.
Conclusion
Operational Research techniques were successfully
used in describing emergency cardiac in-patient flow.
Bottlenecks have been identified and the impact of
fluctuation in demand has been described. The opti-
mal bed capacity distribution over the care chain for
cardiac patients has been calculated.
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TABLE  Relation between costs and bed distribution
One of the main objectives of the Workshop was to
bring together researchers and practitioners in simula-
tion modeling from across Canada. We believe that
there are a large number of people who are involved in
research on a variety of modeling issues in healthcare.
Many of them are in fact working on very similar prob-
lems.
We intend to pattern our activities based on a similar
group in the UK called Mashnet. In September 2004,
the Network in Healthcare Modelling and Simulation -
Mashnet was awarded funding of around £60,000 for
three years from the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC). The idea for this applica-
tion originated at an Operational Research Society
workshop on healthcare simulation in Reading in 2003.
Many participants expressed the view that a network to
co-ordinate the activities of those working in the area of
healthcare modelling and simulation was sorely needed.
Subsequently, there was circulation of the draft content
of the application and a large number of supporting let-
ters and comments were received.
Mashnet Aim
To improve the application of modelling and simulation
techniques within healthcare decision making.
Mashnet Objectives
•To establish a small steering group which com-
municates on an on-going basis to facilitate the 
activities of the network. Ideally to include mem-
bers from differing backgrounds.
•To create a dedicated web site to disseminate 
information, sharing of ideas and best practice.
•To organise regular (e.g., twice yearly) seminars of 
the membership to share experiences and ideas in 
healthcare modelling and simulation.
•To foster links and dialogue with other key organ-
isations and special interest groups
•To develop a dedicated e-journal (pdf format dis-
tributed via the internet) and to promote the pub-
lication of papers and articles in the field of health-
care modelling and simulation.
•To establish a directory of practitioners in health-
care modelling and simulation in the UK.
•To build a comprehensive bibliography of health-
care modelling and simulation publications (for 
inclusion within the web site above).
•To develop educational resources to encourage 
learning of healthcare modelling and simulation 
for those with an active interest who could bene-
fit. (e.g., web based resources)
•To stimulate the use of modelling in healthcare 
decision making through active dialogue with 
professionals in healthcare.
Progress to date
At the Vancouver workshop, we met to determine the
level of interest in a Canadian network, and decide on
the next steps. There were three members of the
Mashnet steering committee present: Ruth Davies from
Warwick, Sally Brailsford and Paul Harper from
Southampton. They described some of the concepts
and how their group was started. There was strong sup-
port for such a network. We felt that the group should
provide an interface between modellers, clinicians,
health managers and policy makers. Although the
group will focus on Canadian priorities, we recognize
the value of including international partners. We have
begun to develop collaborative projects with Mashnet
(developing a web-based bibliography of modelling
papers and reports in healthcare). 
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Are you interested?
Anyone interested in working towards this association








The existing models of Emergency Department (ED)
operations that are based on the "flow-shop" manage-
ment logic do not provide adequate decision support
in dealing with the ED overcrowding crises. A con-
ceptually different crisis-aware approach to ED mod-
elling and operational decision support is introduced
in this paper. It is based on Perrow's theory of "nor-
mal accidents" and calls for recognizing the inevitable
nature of ED overcrowding crises within current
health system setup. Managing the crisis before it hap-
pens - a standard approach in crisis management area
- should become an integral part of ED operations
management. The potential implications of adopting
such a crisis-aware perspective for health services
research and ED management are outlined.
Models as Tools for Better Understanding of
Emergency Department Operations
Emergency departments (EDs) worldwide are becom-
ing the dominant source of primary care and one of
the main routes for admission into hospitals.1,2 Large
increases in presentations to emergency departments
in recent years3 that coincided with reduced health-
care budgets1 have lead to frequent ED blockage
crises characterised by considerably longer waiting
times, ambulance diversion/bypass, and, ultimately,
by compromised quality of patient care.
Simulation studies have formed a large component
of the drive to understand and improve emergency
department operations within the healthcare system.
System Dynamics simulations have looked at the
interaction of ambulance services with the ED and the
role of hospital policy in ED patient treatment time4.
Discrete Event Simulation of EDs have concentrated
on either the scheduling of resources or the reduction
of patient ED length of stay (LOS), assisting with
identification of bottlenecks and other outcomes.5
In dealing with LOS issues, Discrete Event
Simulation studies commonly attempt to break the ED
into sub-units, assign patients to urgency categories and
use these to prioritise access to resources.  They gener-
ally approximate patient arrival rates and regulate
patient flow by events such as completion of triage,
admittance to an ED bed and review by doctors.5-7
Discrete Event Simulations look at process level
changes in the system and often assume that added
resources contribute linearly to total throughput.
In trying to model the uncertain nature of ED
operations, analysts have simplified the situation by
grouping ED patients, developing unique process
charts for each patient group (often including the
duration of investigative activities such as imaging and
tests, and the frequency of connections between the
activities), and using generalised distributions to
describe arrival rates, lengths of stay and treatment
times in simulation and optimisation models.8-9
Clinicians have grouped patient cases under the
Casemix principle assuming that similar cases will be
treated alike and utilise a particular set of resources.10-
11 Such groupings commonly suit situations where the
range of cases is small, such as specialist departments,
but have been less successful in EDs.
Thus, the prevailing modeling response to the
complexity of the ED system has been to gather more
data and build increasingly complex models. A large
amount of effort has been focused on understanding
ED dynamics and patient flows in order to promote
efficient operation of the EDs and linked elements of
the healthcare network.  While delivering well-recog-
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nized benefits, many of the apparent solutions pro-
mote increased interactive complexity, making EDs
more prone to certain kinds of crises.  
Crisis-Aware View of Emergency Department
In 1984 Charles Perrow12 published a book about the
special characteristics of complex interlinked techno-
logical systems that make accidents in them inevitable.
He analysed the way failures interact and the way sys-
tems are tied together with the objective of gaining a
much better understanding of why accidents occur in
complex tightly coupled systems such as nuclear power
and chemical plants, and why they always will.
While EDs are not interlinked technological sys-
tems in the sense of the nuclear power plants in
Perrow's examples, they are complex (as opposed to
linearly interactive) and tightly coupled systems.
EDs as complex systems are characterised by:
• proximity of units not in production sequence 
(such as adjacent beds in an ED ward);
• common-mode interactions between compo-
nents not in production sequence (one unit 
serving multiple processes - e.g. one ED nurse 
providing care to a number of patients in adja-
cent cubicles); 
• having unintended feedback loops (e.g. the 
impact of an X-ray machine on patient queues or 
the impact of the number of patients waiting in 
ED beds for an admission to hospital on the 
number of patients in ED waiting area and their 
waiting time); and 
• processes that are not fully understood (such as 
the time to stabilisation for particular patients).  
EDs as tightly coupled systems have time dependent
processes and invariant sequences of activities (e.g.
patient care processes).  Little interchange is possible
between resources or between equipment during
treatment and the overall design of the system only
allows one way to reach the process goal (e.g. a par-
ticular treatment protocol).
The bad news is that these complexity and coupling
characteristics of ED systems make crises such as ED
blockage inevitable.  To use Perrow's terminology,
ED blockage is a normal accident.  Rather than a
statement of frequency, the term is meant to signal
that, given the system characteristics, multiple and
unexpected blockage accidents are inevitable and pre-
sent an integral characteristic of the system.
The good news, though, is that the potential and
real consequences of disruptive events have been the
focus of crisis research for many years.  A large pool of
knowledge has been accumulated in the forecasting of
infrequent disruptions, and the theory of crisis man-
agement is developing rapidly.  A crisis-aware view of
the ED that is based on blockage can tap into these
knowledge bases, first in determining whether the sys-
tem is simple or complex, then in understanding of
the recurrence of blockage.  If suitable precursors can
be determined, then the forecasting of blockage crisis
may be possible, for example, through data mining
approaches.
What's Next: Health Services Research and ED
Management Implications of a Crisis-Aware View
From both operations management and mathematical
modeling perspectives, the ED as a crisis-prone system
presents new challenges. Traditional models that
attempt to explain large-scale behaviour in terms of
small scales (e.g. individual patient characteristics or
treatment) become inadequate in the region of
boundary conditions for crises such as ED blockage.
In fact, many traditional ED models have the poten-
tial to conceal the crisis event by failing to identify
appropriate precursors and operating at too coarse or
fine a level of detail. Making these models "crisis-
aware" presents an important and exciting challenge
for both health services researchers and management
scientists.
From the ED management perspective, a crisis-
aware modeling paradigm puts the "emergency man-
agement" back into the ED.  It colours every aspect of
management and changes attitudes towards ED effec-
tiveness and efficiency.  Once it is accepted that block-
age crisis is inevitable, steps can be taken to manage it
before it happens.  The typical crisis manager's mantra
of mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery
can be applied to ED operations.  This is a distinctly
divergent view from traditional hospital administrative
approaches and it can lead to different options in the
structuring of, and providing resources for, the ED.
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Summary
This paper reports on the development of patient flow
modeling in Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH).  The
first section provides the context for the initiative.
The organizational priority is then presented, with the
project's purpose and goals.  The initial models are
briefly identified.  The paper closes with examples of
possible future directions for modeling in VCH.
Introduction / Context
Vancouver Coastal Health provides a range of health
services from hospital treatment to residential, home
health, mental health and public health services.  The
vision developed by the Senior Executive Team (SET)
in late 2002 emphasizes access improvement and effi-
cient service delivery particularly for One Acute
Network. During 2003/04, VCH focused on budget
challenges while also being committed to maintaining
service levels.
Meanwhile, evidence continued to accumulate that
residents of VCH experienced low rates of access as
well as long wait lists for surgical and other services.
VCH also recognized bottlenecks at the front and
back doors of the region's hospitals.  Patients admit-
ted in the Emergency Room had long waits for beds,
and Alternate Level of Care (ALC) patients often
waited in hospital when they needed residential or
other forms of care.
Modeling was beginning to appear in VCH as an
analytical tool. Models had been used to identify
requirements for ER stretchers and residential care
beds.  In addition, a research team from VCH and
Providence Health Care (a major partner) had
received significant funding and had begun to develop
a major modeling laboratory.  
One additional factor was pivotal in setting the
stage. The CEO and CFO had had experiences in
businesses that led them to value modeling as an
applied research and development tool.
Patient Flow Initiative
These factors culminated in two important develop-
ments.  First, patient flow was identified as a priority
for 2004/05 and beyond.  New teams were formed to
improve access and throughput.  However, the senior
team felt that simulation modeling would strengthen
the effort.  Early in 2004/05, the CEO and CFO
identified a Project Director for Patient Flow
Improvement.
The purpose for the new project was to improve
patient flow using an overall systems perspective by
drawing on simulation modeling and other process
improvement techniques.
The goals of the project were to:
• Provide timely access and service.
• Optimize resource use to increase the individu-
als served.
• Reduce resources spent managing gridlock.
• Reduce patient/client/resident delays.
Before the 2005/06 fiscal year, the SET established
new organizational targets to reduce:
• Wait time in ER for admitted patients, for 
surgery and for residential care
• Surgical cancellations
• Length of stay
• Alternate level of care (ALC) rates
Patient flow modeling is expected to be instrumen-
tal in achieving these targets.
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Initial Models and Applications
In the first year and a half, the Patient Flow Project
has undertaken the development of four models.
The System Model takes a high level view beginning
with acute care and moving through major community
services.  Applications will include examining the effect
of changes in the capacities of Transitional Care,
Residential Care and Home Support services on ALC
rates.
The Unit Allocation Module generates optimal allo-
cations of beds to physician service groups given actual
arrival and service patterns and targets for various uti-
lization improvements. Applications will include sup-
porting redevelopment of the hospital bed map.
The Daily Bed Management Model examines daily
and hourly factors and weekday/weekend differences
affecting flow through beds, such as delays in diag-
nostic tests and physician consults, and availability of
rehabilitation therapy staff and staff to process admis-
sions and discharges. This model will be used to exam-
ine the effects of reducing the variation in arrival rates
during weekdays as well as for weekdays vs weekends.
The Surgical Resource Optimization Model
addresses patient flow through the Operating Room
(OR) theatres and surgical beds.  This model will be
used to develop scheduling guidelines and assist in
revising the surgical block schedule.
It has been instructive to learn that admissions
through emergency are comparatively consistent from
Mondays through Fridays, whereas scheduled admis-
sions are quite different by day of the week, as illus-
trated in the following diagram.  At VCH's largest
hospital, the average daily admissions through the ER
range from 55 to 61 on weekdays, and 37 on week-
ends.  Scheduled admissions, however, range widely
from an average of 19 to 32 on weekdays.
Typical Principles
Three broad principles have been identified as funda-
mental to the patient flow improvement efforts at
VCH:
• Take a system view.  The Institute for Health 
Improvement (IHI) is a strong advocate of 
broadening the field of view when examining 
flow issues.2
• Smooth variations in arrival patterns, service pat-
terns and discharge patterns.  This idea is the 
basis for two of the top ten high impact changes 
recommended by the UK NHS Modernisation 
Agency (superceded by the NHS Institute for 
Innovation and Improvement).3
• Reduce segmentation4
The models will be used to analyze scenarios based
on these principles. By working with operational
teams, the findings are expected to influence changes
in policy and practice.
Questions for Applied Research
The patient flow improvement project team is expect-
ed to continue to develop new tools, some in collabo-
ration with research colleagues.  Several of the VCH
operational and research models address surgical ser-
vices. The following topics illustrate possible direc-
tions for future applied research in surgical modeling:
• Impact of delays in service on patient health out-
comes (e.g., adverse events while waiting)
• Finding the weekdays/weekend balance in terms 
of patient demand, staff availability, and system 
resources.
• Evaluating surgical ambulatory services - includ-
ing the impact on system flow.
• Finding the right mix of general and specialized 
resources in relation to throughput and patient 
outcomes.
Conclusion
Vancouver Coastal Health has taken the innovative
step of using simulation modeling to support
improvement in patient flow.  The experience of key
executives who had used modeling in other industries
was a key factor in this undertaking.  Several promis-
ing models have been developed, and key principles
have been identified to guide scenario development
and analysis.  There are numerous patient flow ques-
tions that lend themselves to simulation modeling.
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Summary
Within health Operational Research, the use of 'com-
puter package' methods such as simulation and system
dynamics is becoming so prevalent that it feels some-
what old hat to use analytical methods to develop
explicit mathematical formulae or even to explore the
mathematical structure of problems. This paper will
discuss the use of such 'back of the envelope' analysis
illustrating its usefulness. It will be shown that not
only does this approach yield considerable insight, but
also that it can give rise to powerful and practical solu-
tion methods. Examples of this will be discussed in
relation to issues such as bed needs estimation, admis-
sions and facilities planning. 
The author is Director of the Clinical Operational
Research Unit (CORU) which was established in
1983, receiving core funding from the UK
Department of Health. The concept of a full time uni-
versity-based research unit dedicated to applying
expertise in Operational Research (OR) to problems
in health care provides a relatively rare research
resource. Yet, the scope for such research, applied to
an increasing range of health care activity, is enor-
mous. Issues such as treatment evaluation, perfor-
mance measures, clinical governance, evidence based
medicine and health service delivery are all amenable
to OR. Further, OR often provides an immensely cost
effective alternative to traditional methods of clinical
research based on randomised controlled trials or large
scale epidemiological studies.
The nature of OR, and one of its main strengths, is
that it encompasses a wide range of analytical and sci-
entific methods. Mathematical modeling, statistics,
computer-based methods, trial design and analysis all
contribute to health OR and, under both of its
Directors since 1983, a conscious effort has been
made within CORU to foster a diversity of research
methodologies. Particular emphasis is put on develop-
ing new mathematical methods and computer soft-
ware. This is somewhat at odds with what seems to be
a growing trend in health OR towards researchers spe-
cialising in just one or two areas of methodology; thus
Tom does queueing theory, Dick does simulation and
Harry does System Dynamics. Of course there are
exceptions, but for whatever reason, the trend towards
specialisation seems real.
In this paper, benefits of a more diverse approach to
health OR is advocated, particularly the use of 'back of
envelope' mathematical methods as  an alternative to
the use of proprietary software packages. Three case
studies are described to illustrate this approach. 
In praise of diversity in Operational Research
Perusing any general textbook on OR, one can see it
is undoubtedly a very diverse subject. The author has
a useful analogue when teaching, describing OR as a
filing cabinet drawer containing a range of different
techniques, for example those listed in Table 1. Part of
the skill of OR is finding out from the client what the
practical problem is and then determining which par-
ticular technique to access from the filing cabinet. The
difficulty (and joy) of OR, is that one really needs to
be proficient in all these techniques.
Operational Research is characterised by the appli-
cation of mathematical and computer based modeling
to practical problems. By accident, not design, the
author had experience of both before joining CORU.
Initially, his research was in pure mathematics spend-
ing vacations employed in a work study department of
a factory (an excellent grounding for OR). He then
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spent some ten years involved in traffic and transport
research, the majority of this developing and evaluat-
ing computerised road traffic control systems. This
chaotic career path eventually led to joining CORU, a
Unit with a wealth of experience of applying a wide
range of mathematical modeling techniques, as illus-
trated in Table 1. This reinforced the appreciation of
the merits of diversity 
Insofar as the author has a methodical approach to
research, it is to start with mathematics and, if that
fails, to then turn to the computer. This approach
appears to be becoming somewhat unusual. However,
what are the advantages of considering mathematics
before computer based methods? The following can
be cited:
- there are numerous very powerful mathematical 
techniques that have been developed over many 
centuries;
- mathematics provides insight;
- applying mathematics forces one to think about 
the key elements of a problem and to avoid 
unnecessary detail;
- there are many problems that simply are not 
amenable to analysis using proprietary software 
packages;
- sometimes it is just more fun to try something 
new than something tried and tested. 
It is not the intention of this paper to provide a
more lengthy discussion of the pros and cons of more
mathematically oriented OR than already indicated.
However, hopefully, the examples given in the follow-
ing sections will illustrate the usefulness of such an
approach.
Case study 1. A policy of booked admissions requires
additional capacity.
This research stemmed from a short study concerning
the policy of booked admissions being introduced to
the UK health service. CORU undertook a short exer-
cise of 'back of envelope' analysis which established
that variability in length of stay was a central issue
(which at the time did not seem to have occurred to
policy makers) and, inevitably, this would lead to addi-
tional capacity requirements if booked admissions
were introduced. The model derived was as simple as
it could be made. A surgical unit was assumed to book
N admissions per day, all of whom attended. It was
assumed that there were no emergency admissions and
that the only source of variability concerned length of
stay, assuming a homogeneous patient population,
with pi representing the probability that a patient
would still be resident on the i-th day after admission.
It is not too hard to establish that the steady state
probability of k beds being required on any given day
is the coefficient of xk in the power series. 
(1)
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TABLE 1.  Examples of the diversity of methodologies applied to healthcare problems within the Clinical Operational Research Unit
indicating the perceived prevalence of the application of such techniques in health OR in general.
Operational Research methodology Perceived prevalence in Health OR Example of projects carried out by CORU
Deriving equations Low Bed demand estimation1,2
Discrete Decision analysis High Cardiac surgery3
Statistical modeling Low Monitoring outcomes in surgery4,5,6
Development and testing of risk models7
Optimisation Low Admissions planning8
Queueing theory Low Analysis of waiting lists9
Patient progress modeling10
Stochastic analysis Low Evaluation of screening programmes11
Health impact assessment 12
Deterministic compartmental modeling High Modeling cancer chemotherapy13
Simulation High Prioritised booking systems14
Software development Low Clinical decision support systems15
Clinical audit systems16
When all else fails, invent something Low Assessment of runs of poor outcome17
Advising a Public Enquiry18
Antenatal screening19
Without taking variability into account, bed
requirements would be estimated as N times the mean
length of stay, however the implications of (1) are that
such a level of bed provision would frequently lead to
overload. Indeed to reduce the chances of such over-
load to reasonable levels would require the provision
of some 25% reserve capacity.  
A paper on this appeared in the BMJ1, possibly the
first time this august medical journal had published
the phrase 'probability generating function'. The arti-
cle also provoked angry response from government
bodies, which at least indicated some degree of
thought about it (indeed the importance of variability
seems now to have been accepted). 
Case study 2. Mathematical methods to assist with
hospital operation
The simple analysis described above achieved its pur-
pose, starkly illustrating to an influential clinical read-
ership that variability affects capacity needs and
establishing potential dangers of introducing booking
policy without taking this into account. However, the
analysis was not intended to assist real planning and
for that one needs added realism.
In view of this, a stochastic model was developed2,8
of bed needs in a single ward depending on a number
of factors:
- numbers of booked admissions for H different 
health groups (HRGs), according to the day of 
the week (or some other planning cycle);
- mean numbers of emergency admissions 
depending on the day of the week;
- length of stay distribution depending on emer-
gency/elective status, day of admission and 
HRG;
- 'Did not attend' rates, depending on HRG.
In the case of a unit adopting a regular (e.g. week-
ly) cycle of booked admissions, the following closed
form analytical formulae were obtained for the mean,
µd, and variance 
2
d of the number of beds required
on day d of a planning cycle of duration C days. 
(2)
(3)
Here for 1 h H, nh,c corresponds to the number of
patients from a particular HRG h booked for admis-
sion on day c of the planning cycle (n0,c corresponds
to the mean number of emergency admissions). The
quantities phc,i reflect the probability that a patient
would still be resident i days after being booked for
admission depending on the day of the cycle the
booking is made and the HRG.
While equations (2) and (3) are apparently 'alge-
braic alphabet soup', they give considerable insight,
(at least to those with sufficient mathematics) since
they are linear in the variables {nh,c}. Given this, it is
possible to frame an optimisation problem8 in order to
determine the pattern of in-patient admissions. A nat-
ural objective is to minimise the maximum expected
bed overload during the planning cycle, constraints
corresponding to the numbers of patients from differ-
ent HRG s who need to be treated. Figure 1 illustrates
the outcomes of using such an optimisation method
based on hypothetical but realistic data. This illustrates
the way in which 'back of envelope methods' some-
times allow one to harness very powerful mathemati-
cal techniques.
Case study 3. Mathematical methods to assist with
hospital planning
The final example indicates how the analysis methods
discussed in the previous sections can be extended to
assist with another important problem, hospital plan-
ning related to the identification of bottlenecks with-
in the system. Here the issues go beyond the
operation of a single ward or unit and concern the
progression of patients through a succession of care
Gallivan et al
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of the effects of optimal admission
planning (triangles)  compared with homogeneous admissions
throughout the week (diamonds).
processes within a hospital, each taking place within
distinct locations.  An example of this is cardiothoracic
surgery where patients move from ward to operating
room to a recovery room, or possibly an intensive care
environment, then back to a ward prior to discharge. 
Here, given sufficient data, one can in principle
typify a patient's journey through the care process in
terms of location-probability distributions as illustrat-
ed in Figure 2. 
In more general terms, consider an underlying pat-
tern of booked admissions that is cyclic, with a plan-
ning cycle of C days,  of patients from H different
HRGs. In a manner similar to the analysis used to
derive (1) and (2), analytical expressions can be
obtained for the mean and variance of the 'bed




Here fh,k (P) and gh,k (P) represent closed form ana-
lytical expressions depending on the location proba-
bilities shown in Figure 2. The exact form of these is
complex and no doubt 'algebraic alphabet soup',
however the importance of (3) and (4) is that they
give a means of applying integer programming meth-
ods that enable one to establish where the system bot-
tlenecks are and the potential effects of investing in
new bed resources within the system.  One such opti-






Here, constraint (5) requires at least a specified
number (Rh) of patients from the h-th HRG to be
booked for admission during each planning cycle. Bd,k
represents the number of beds provided of day d of
the cycle at location k and constraint (6) ensures that
'reserve bed capacity' in each of the K hospital loca-
tions is maximised (and equalised as far as is possible).
Conclusion
Simulation and deterministic compartmental model-
ing are becoming increasingly prevalent in health
related OR. Whatever the merits of these methods,
OR has many other methods available and these
should not be neglected. Examples are cited of
numerous health related OR studies from the author's
own experience that make use of alternative methods.
A number of specific case studies related to capaci-
ty requirements and hospital planning have been
described that make use of mathematical methods
including both stochastic analysis and optimisation,
indicating the utility of adopting traditional 'back of
envelope' methods of analysis.
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Summary
This work is motivated by the recent changes in the
health system in Turkey, which is a consolidation of
health insurance funds, and its implications on the
resource allocations and the flow of patients in the sys-
tem. Our aim is to provide a model to find the best
reallocation of resources between the hospitals and the
best patient-hospital match to minimize the costs.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a problem motivated by the
current reform efforts in the Turkish health system.
This transformation involves consolidating the exist-
ing public health insurance systems. Currently there
are four public insurance funds in Turkey that serve
the working population and the poor.
The first step through this transformation involved
the government acquisition of the 148 hospitals that
were owned by one of the health insurance funds, SSK
(social insurance association). It is obvious that when
a network structure changes, the existing resource
allocation structure may be sub-optimal. Hence, re-
optimization of the whole system in order to match
the resources better to patient demands at each loca-
tion would be beneficial. However, transferring
resources between hospitals at different locations
brings a burden. In order to manage this change bet-
ter, these "costs of change" should be taken into
account in addition to the usual network costs of
patient flows and capacity.
In this paper, we build a model to optimize hospi-
tal mergers and acquisitions. The objective is to mini-
mize the cost of the new network and the cost of
change subject to capacity and network flow con-
straints. Although the motivation of our problem
comes from the Turkish health system, the problem is
relevant for the health networks in other countries
where mergers and acquisitions are seen often.
Literature Review
Papers in the related literature mostly use determinis-
tic approaches. A common objective is the minimiza-
tion of the travel cost, for which mathematical
location-allocation models are proposed.1-3 Stummer
et al4 used a multi-objective approach for the location-
allocation decisions in a hospital network. Verter and
Lapierre solved the problem of locating preventive
health care facilities to maximize participation.5 Few
papers consider a stochastic environment although
Chao et al used a nonlinear programming approach,
with expected waiting time constraints,6 whereas
Harper et al used discrete-event simulation.7
Our model is also in a deterministic framework, but
presents a more comprehensive approach than existing
papers, accounting for both the travel costs and the
resource transfer costs for many different resources in
the same model.
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The Model
Let H denote the set of hospitals, R the set of
resources, S the set of services, RS R the set of
resources required for service s S and P the set of pop-
ulation centers. The parameters of the problem are as
follows.
Hi: the set of hospitals to which resources can be
transferred from hospital i H
Cri: the amount of resource r R at hospital i H
kr: the number of patients that a unit resource r R can
serve
r: the amount of space that a unit resource r R takes
in a hospital
Dks: the number of patients in population center k P
who need service s S
tki: the cost of travel from population center k P to
hospital i H
arij: the cost of transferring a unit resource r R from
hospital i H to hospital j H.
bri: the cost of buying one unit of resource r R at hos-
pital i H
Fi: the fixed cost of expanding capacity of hospital i H
Ki: the available space at hospital i H
K'i: the extra space that will be added if there is an
expansion at hospital i H
s: the minimum capacity that service s S should have 
ms: the minimum number of patients that should be
served by service s S in any hospital
si: the maximum acceptable ratio of demand to capac-
ity for service s S at hospital i H.
Define xrij as the amount of resource r R  trans-
ferred from hospital i H to hospital j H and pri - the
amount of resource r R purchased at hospital i H.
Define also zksi as the number of patients from popu-
lation center k P assigned to hospital i H for service
s S, and Esi as the final capacity of service s S at hos-
pital i H. Let usi i{0,1} be 1 if service s S exists at hos-
pital i H  and 0 otherwise, and yi {0,1} to be 1 if the
space of hospital i H  is expanded and 0 otherwise.
Then, the problem is modeled as follows:
The objective is to minimize the total cost (1) of
resource transfer, resource purchase, hospital capacity
expansion, and patient travel costs to the assigned hos-
pitals.
Constraints (2) ensure that the amount of
resources transferred from hospital i cannot be more
than the existing amount. Constraints (3) imply that
all demand is served. Due to constraints (4), the sum
of final capacities of services using a resource cannot
exceed the final amount of that resource; where the
final amount of a resource is the previous amount plus
the amount that is purchased plus the net amount of
transfers. Constraints (5) state that the existing capac-
ity (multiplied with a maximum utilization factor r 1
in  order to have some slack capacity to cope with vari-
ability in the demand) for a service should be greater
than or equal to the demand for that service, with a
utilization factor. Total space requirement of the
resources at a hospital should be less than or equal the
available space of that hospital due to (6). For service
s to exist in a hospital, it should have a capacity of at
least es units and should serve at least ms patients due
to (7) and (8), respectively. Constraints (9) ensure
that if a service does not exist in a hospital, no patient
is assigned to that hospital for that service. Constraints
(10)-(14) are integrality and 0-1 requirements.
Gunes et al
Application of the Model
In this section the use of the model is illustrated with
an application. The problem data is created from the
data on Turkish hospitals in eleven cities given in the
Statistics Yearbook 2004.8 Three problem instances
are compared in Table 1, which correspond to three
different hospital networks: "SSK", "MoH" and
"Merged" refer to the hospital network of the work-
ers' insurance fund SSK, network of the Ministry of
Health Hospitals, and the merged network, respec-
tively. For this example, we assumed that there is no
capacity expansion or resource purchase, hence the
objective function consists of the patient travel and
resource transfer costs only. The model is solved using
CPLEX MIP Solver.
The results show that there is a significant oppor-
tunity of improvement by resource transfer after
merging the two networks. If resource re-allocation is
done, the total cost decreases by 38 % after the acqui-
sition, at the expense of an 8.6 % increase in the
resource moves.
Conclusion
We modeled the resource re-allocation problem to
optimize the patient flows and demonstrated its use
via an application in the Turkish health system. It was
shown that there is significant potential of improve-
ment by re-allocation of resources. Future research
will focus on investigating the effect of the network
structure on the potential benefits from mergers.
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TABLE 1: Results for eleven cities
Problem Case Total cost without Total cost with # Patient moves # Resource moves
resource transfer resource transfer to another city
SSK 86,786,000 31,472,016 23,980 413
MoH 58,419,270 36,437,568 19,962 131
Sum of SSK & MoH (1) 145,205,270 67,909,584 43,942 544
Merged (2) 123,017,500 41,518,966 36,017 591
% Difference (1)-(2) 15 38 18 -8.6
Summary
This short paper is about comprehensive realistic
modeling in general. I am no expert at all on health
care or on modeling health-related systems. Rather, I
am a computer scientist and, in recent years, have
spent time applying some of my work on systems and
software engineering to the modeling of biology.
Indeed, the examples given in the talk are of two of
our group's biological modeling projects.
Nevertheless, I invited members of the audience to try
to substitute "biology" for "health care" throughout
the lecture. All I promised was that this experiment
could yield interesting, perhaps thought-provoking,
results. Towards the end I posed a "grand challenge"
for the health-care modeling community.
The lecture emphasizes the two adjectives "compre-
hensive" and "realistic", as applied to modeling, and
the questions it tries to deal with include:
• What kinds of systems should we model? 
• Why do we want to model?
• How should we model? 
• When are we done? 
One of the main points made is to highlight the
notion of comprehensive modeling – where the goal is
to model an entire organ, an entire organism, or even
an entire population – and to distinguish it from more
conventional types of modeling, where one is interest-
ed in a specific aspect of a system and the modeling is
aimed at getting particular results or making particu-
lar predictions. The motivation for comprehensive
modeling is multi-fold. We really want to understand
the system and to gain deep comprehension of how it
works and of how it behaves over time, but we also
want to predict its future behavior under varying cir-
cumstances, often ones that haven't yet been actually
tried out in the laboratory. 
It is obvious that comprehensive modeling, if car-
ried out successfully, can yield very far-ranging bene-
fits for biology and for science in general. However, its
immediate benefits may be somewhat limited, since it
is not designed to be a short term effort aimed at solv-
ing a particular problem.
The notion of realistic modeling is a key issue, and it
is addressed throughout the lecture. To be realistic, a
model must capture not only the overall viable stochas-
tic behaviour of the system as a whole, but also the
behaviour of the individual entities and their inter-rela-
tionships, their cooperation and their influence on each
other. In fact, it is best if the model is such that the
overall emergent picture be the result of the combined
behavior of the individually modeled entities. A realistic
model must be fully executable, which is more than car-
rying through a probabilistic computation of projected
average case behaviour, or doing queuing theory analy-
sis of probable outcomes. Executing the system is not
just producing the end results, say, in the form of the
probability of some event at the end of computing a
Markov chain. Rather, we want the ability to execute
the "program" of the system, which, just like running
any computer program, can be done on various inputs,
in a one-step-at-a-time debugging fashion, in ways that
highlight the behaviour of individual pieces, in ways
that take into account the probability distribution of
inputs and of certain decisions made in the process, in
best and worst case fashion, and indeed in typical aver-
age cases too. Thus, model execution should be the
true analogue of running a conventional computer pro-
gram, and model analysis is the analogue of verification,
validation and complexity analysis.
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Another aspect of the realism of the modeling has
to do with ease of comprehension – both of the model
itself and of its dynamics during execution. We want
the experts of the subject matter (biologists when
modeling biology, and in the present case perhaps
health care researchers, hospital officials, and decision
makers) to be able to model themselves or, at the very
least, to comprehend and modify existing models.
Thus, heavy use of differential equations or operations
research theories and techniques in the modeling has
the added disadvantage of being unfitting for use, or
even modification by these experts, and indeed it can
easily alienate them.
In way of illustrating the "realistic" facet of model-
ing, the lecture describes the general approach to mod-
eling taken by our group. It is based on viewing the
biological artifacts to be modeled as reactive systems1,
and to use for their modeling and simulating visual for-
malisms.2 These are graphical, diagrammatic languages
that are both intuitive and mathematically rigorous, and
are supported by powerful tools that enable full model
executability. They are linkable to object diagrams and
GUIs, and other structural descriptions of the system
under development and its front-end, as well as to full
animation by an idea we call reactive animation.3 At
present, such languages and tools – often based on the
object-oriented paradigm – are being strengthened by
verification modules, making it possible not only to exe-
cute and simulate the system models (test and observe)
but also to verify dynamic properties thereof (prove).
They are also linkable to tools for dealing with the sys-
tem's continuous aspects (e.g., Matlab) in a full hybrid
fashion.
One of two variants of our approach is state-based,
encouraging an intra-object style of specification, and
uses the language of statecharts4 to describe the sys-
tem's behaviour by objects. One powerful tool sup-
porting this is Rhapsody,5,6 but there are many
statechart tools. (Matlab has also adopted statecharts
for its discrete aspects, in its StateFlow tool.) Another,
more recent variant is scenario-based, and inter-object
in spirit. It uses the language of live sequence charts
(LSCs),7 and allows one to play in the behaviour
directly from the system's GUI and to then play it out
just as if it were an intra-object model.8 In both cases,
the model's objects are considered to exist as individ-
ual entities, and when executed they interact with oth-
ers in ways that are appealingly realistic.
The lecture then goes on to discuss a Grand
Challenge that I proposed a few years ago to the com-
puter science and systems biology community,9 from
which this paragraph and the next one are adapted. The
challenge is to fully model an entire multi-cellular
organism. We actually have a particular organism in
mind, the Caenorhabditis elegans nematode worm, bet-
ter known simply as C. elegans, a suggestion that is in
line with the extraordinarily insightful 40-year old pro-
posal of Sydney Brenner, who chose this creature to
challenge biologists with the task of discovering the
entire development and neurobiology of a living crea-
ture. (For this proposal and the tremendously influen-
tial work that he and others did following it, Brenner
shared the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.)
This challenge – which we estimate to require many
years of work by many research groups with diverse
backgrounds, and which might never really be
achieved – is to construct a full, true-to-all-known-
facts 4-dimensional model of this worm (or of a com-
parable multi-cellular animal), which is easily
extendable as new facts are discovered. The front end
would be an anatomically correct, animated graphical
rendition, tightly linked to a reactive system model of
the entire creature. The model would be fully exe-
cutable, flexible, interactive, comprehensive and com-
prehensible. It would enable realistic simulation of the
worm's development and behaviour over time  (the
fourth dimension), which would help uncover gaps,
correct errors, suggest new experiments and help pre-
dict unobserved phenomena. It would be zoomable,
enabling easy switching between levels of detail
(reaching down at least to the cellular level, and pos-
sibly the molecular level at some points), and allowing
researchers to see and understand the organism and its
behavior in ways not otherwise possible. The underly-
ing computational framework would be not only rig-
orous and realistic, but would be set up in such a way
that biologists would be able to enter new data them-
selves as it is discovered, and even plug in varying the-
ses about aspects of behavior that are not yet known,
in order to see their effects.
In order to lend support to this outlandish idea, the
next part of the lecture describes briefly two modeling
projects that we have been carrying out; one using the
state-based intra-object approach and the other using
(mainly) the scenario-based inter-object approach.
The first project involves T-cell development in the
thymus,3,10 and shows thousands of cells entering the
thymus, struggling and competing for the prize if
becoming fully-fledged T-calls. This model was the
motivation for developing reactive animation, and
uses Flash linked with Rhapsody and its statecharts.
Realistic modeling
The second project involves vulval cell fate determina-
tion in the C. elegans nematode,11,12 and its key play-
ers are six vulval precursor cells who have to decide
which of them gets the honour of working with a spe-
cial anchor cell to form the worm's vulva, which is its
egg-laying venue. This model was built mainly from
LSCs using the Play-Engine, but we have also done
some verification work of cell mechanistic behavior
against lab observations, using LSCs and statecharts.
At this point, I propose a Grand Challenge for this
community. The challenge – in full analogy with the
challenge for modeling biology9 – is to model a com-
plete health care system, fully and realistically. This
could be "merely" an entire hospital, but my feeling is
that it should be larger: perhaps the complete hospital
system for a region or a state. It could, and possibly
should, also include (or at least solidly interface with)
other relevant entities, such as governmental health
offices, medical schools, health insurance companies,
etc. This kind of challenge – again, in full analogy with
modeling a biological organism – is very long term
and incredibly complex and might never be achieved.
However, it also enjoys the same potential benefits,
i.e., providing an unparalleled understanding of a vast
system of relevance. If achieved, such a challenge will
no doubt result in new ideas, predictions, and recom-
mendations, that could help improve the overall qual-
ity of health care. Interestingly, truly grand challenges
often yield significant advances even if they are not
successful, simply by the massive amounts of work that
come from the talent, energy, money and dedication
concentrated around them. 
The final part of the lecture addresses the particu-
larly interesting question of how we know when we
are done. Or, in other words, when is a comprehen-
sive, realistic model deemed complete, or valid?   Here
I propose a sort of Turing test, but with a Popperian
twist: a model of an entire biological system is com-
plete and valid if a team of professionals cannot tell the
difference between the model and the real thing.13
There are many issues that have to be addressed for
such a test to be even conceivable, such as the
"buffer" that has to be set up to prevent the interro-
gating team from knowing the difference simply by
peripheral things like sight and smell or the time dif-
ference between a computerized model answering a
query and a lab experiment set up to do the same. 
Of course, this test is perhaps too wild and far-
fetched, almost imaginary, but it deserves discussion
because it does try, just like Turing's original test for
computerized intelligence14 to put an upper bound on
what is needed for comprehensive modeling to be
complete. The Popperian twist comes from the fact
that once such a model passes the test, it will inevitably
change over time as science develops and we learn
more about the system we are modeling – all this in
the good spirit of Popper's philosophy of science. 
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Abstract
Variability and uncertainty are inherent characteristics
of most health care processes. Patient pathways and
dwelling times even within the same process typically
vary from patient to patient, such as the flow of patients
through a particular health care provider or patient pro-
gression through the natural history of a given disease.
The challenge for the OR modeller is to adequately
handle and capture the stochastic features within devel-
oped models.  This paper will discuss the benefits of
combining patient classification tools (data mining
techniques) with developed OR models, such as simu-
lation tools, to more accurately capture patient out-
comes, risks and resource needs. Illustrative applications
will demonstrate the approach. 
Introduction
Healthcare modeling is beset with many challenges.1 A
particular feature is the inherent variation and uncer-
tainty in treating individuals. For example, length of
stay in hospital or the infectious period for a given dis-
ease typically varies from patient to patient.  From both
a clinical and operational perspective, it is desirable to
be able to understand and capture this variability.2
Homogeneity leads to increased certainty in individual
patient predictions (resource consumption, outcomes,
pathways etc.), which in turn results in the potential for
more effective and efficient planning and management
of health care processes. In this paper we examine ways
of incorporating data mining and patient classification
techniques with healthcare models. 
Proposed Framework
When designing and building health care models,
there are a number of approaches when considering
how to capture patient variability:
• Ignore variability: build deterministic models. 
Essentially here we have one patient group (all 
the available data) and are using average values.
• Re-sample all individuals.  In this model we re-
create every observed individual to exactly re-
create real-life.  This is time-consuming and still 
lacks the ability to provide insight for future pre-
dictions, such as case-mix or demand for ser-
vices.
• Build a stochastic model with one "generic" 
patient group.  In this model we define one dis-
tribution for each parameter I the model.  We 
use all the available date to define each distribu-
tion, thus we are sampling individuals from the 
entire possible range of (observed) values.
• Create patient groups.  Each patient group will 
have their own set of parameters, distributions, 
care-pathways etc.
The benefit of the last approach is that we are able
to construct clinically and/or statistically meaningful
patient groups that we can then use as patient groups
in developed models in order to capture variability. As
we create more groups, naturally we capture more of
the variability and increase information content.
However what typically happens that we reach a point
when creating more patient groups does not lead to a
further significant capture of variability or increased
understanding. This is similar to Pareto's principle
(80-20 rule). If we pursue the patient grouping
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approach, then we need to know how many groups to
create and group definitions (e.g. for hospital length
of stay we might create groups using indictors such as
age, sex, elective or emergency, speciality etc.).
There are a number of statistical and data mining
techniques that can help with the patient classification.
These include regression, clustering methods, decision
trees, neural networks and Bayesian  networks.
Intrasubject comparisons have been considered in the
past, for example within statistics,3 symbolic learning4
and neural networks.5 Other authors2,6 have compared
different algorithms for different types of datasets.
The algorithms were evaluated using a number of cri-
teria to measure the accuracy and the computing time
taken to produce results, the comprehensibility of the
results, as well as the ease of use of the algorithm to
relatively naïve users. Research in this area indicates
that there isn't a single best classification tool in prac-
tice but, instead, the best technique will depend on
the features of the dataset to be analyzed and any end-
user preferences. Decision trees, however, have been
shown to be particularly robust and user-friendly.2,6
In this paper we illustrate the proposed framework
using decision trees, although the concepts could be
equally applied to other data mining and classification
techniques.  Detailed information on decision tree
algorithms will not be provided here, expect to say
that there are numerous techniques including CART,
CHAID, C4.5, C5.0 etc as well as various measures of
purity (goodness of a split in the tree) which include
Gini index, information entropy, least squares devia-
tion and MaxDif.  The reader is referred elsewhere7
for further details on the various approaches. Within
the OR group at the University of Southampton, we
have created decision tree software Sparticus that
incorporates different algorithms and purity measures.
We have developed new scaling algorithms for cate-
gorical variables and data handling approaches, which
results in to fast software run-times and the ability to
handle extremely large datasets.
Figure 1 shows a high-level schematic of the
proposed combined data mining-modelling approach.
First, we construct decision trees.  The chosen depen-
dent variable would be relevant to the nature of the
patient-based model, such as dwelling time in a par-
ticular state of the patient pathway or probability of
transition from one state to another.  All patients will
be assigned to one of the terminal nodes in the deci-
sion tree. Each terminal node becomes a unique
patient group in the model.  Here, we take the model
to represent the individual patient pathways, such as
movements through a health service provider or tran-
sitions through a natural history of a disease. Each
individual patient that enters the model will belong to
a patient group.  Dwelling times and other parameters
in the model will be taken from the group that the
patient is a member of. To capture any dynamic
effects, we may decide to create multiple decision trees
for different parts of the model, and re-assign patients
to groups as appropriate.
Illustrative Examples
The above framework has been adopted for various
studies by the author.  These include hospital capaci-
ties,8 intensive care,9 diabetic retinopathy10 and
screening for Chlamydia.11 ue to limited space, here
we discuss how the framework was successful used for
modelling hospital resource capacities, such as beds,
operating theatres and workforce.8 The three-phase
DES model called PROMPT model was developed to
capture individual patient pathways through hospital
and monitor corresponding resource needs.  The chal-
lenge was to adequately handle the variability such as
length of stay, operating times and workforce needs.
A typical NHS hospital might have around 70,000
patients pass through a hospital in one year.  Decision
trees were constructed to define patient groups and fit
Data mining
FIGURE 1.  Combining decision trees (patient groups)
with (patient-flow) models.
distributions for various parameters in the model.  For
example in one hospital we were able to define 15
patient groups that were then fed into the simulation
model.  Hospital managers could then change any of
the parameters values for any of the 15 groups for sce-
nario analysis, such as a reduction in length of stay or
change in workforce needs for that patient group by
skill-mix of staff.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of combining deci-
sion trees with the PROMPT simulation model
through the use of actual model screen-shots.
Furthermore, when validating the model by compar-
ing model predictions to observed data, it was shown
that capturing patients into 15 groups gave statistical-
ly significantly more accurate results than by simply
using one patient group alone (with all patients in the
model sampled from the same set of parameter val-
ues).  Perhaps this may have been expected given the
inherent variability between different patient groups
in the hospital. Clearly, the ability to mimic more
closely real-life patient flows and resource needs lies in
the ability to capture patient groups with more
homogenous model parameter values. 
Discussion
Variability and uncertainty are inherent characteristics
of most health care processes. Capturing the stochas-
tic nature of such systems adequately, represents a
challenge to healthcare modellers.  Various approach-
es to dealing with patient-to-patient individuality may
be explored.  In this paper we propose a framework
that combines data mining techniques with patient-
based models.  Patient groups are created which are in
turn used as a basis to capture patient variability with-
in developed patient-flow models.  Individual patients
are assigned to statistical and/or clinically meaningful
patient groups. Model parameters are defined for each
patient group, such as dwelling times and pathways.
Harper et al
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FIGURE 2: Illustrative use of the framework for modelling hospital capacities.
The approach has been successfully used in a variety of
healthcare settings, including both organisational and
disease models. Future research will focus on improv-
ing the data mining techniques including scaling of
trees, incorporation of fuzzy logic in the splitting cri-
teria, incremental hybrid decision trees and on how to
combine the best from neural networks, support vec-
tor machines, relation rules, decision trees etc. to cre-
ate the concept of a "meta learner".
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Summary
Managerial decision making problems in the health-
care industry often involve considerations of customer
occupancy by time of day and day of week. We
describe an occupancy analysis tool called Hillmaker
which has been used in numerous healthcare opera-
tions studies. It is being released as a free and open
source software project.
Introduction
Healthcare delivery systems such as hospitals and clin-
ics are replete with flow related processes. Patients
flow into and out of beds, surgical suites, procedure
rooms, holding areas, and unfortunately, waiting
rooms. Specimens and test results flow through vari-
ous clinical processing areas, staff, material handling
and even information systems. Many of these flow sys-
tems are characterized by both time of day and day of
week effects with respect to arrivals, departures and
occupancy. Furthermore, there usually is a great deal
of uncertainty associated with the precise time of
arrivals and departures as well as with the level of
resources or capacity that will be needed to serve the
demand. Managers of these systems are keenly inter-
ested in the arrival patterns of demand as well as the
occupancy statistics representing the amount of work
in their system since they are responsible for managing
capacity, controlling costs and meeting desired cus-
tomer service levels.1,2 In this paper, we describe a
database tool, called Hillmaker, which facilitates occu-
pancy related analyses.3 We have decided to release
Hillmaker as a freely available, open source, software
project under the GNU General Public License
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html).
Hillmaker
Hillmaker is a Microsoft Access add-in that can be
used to create tabular and graphical summaries of
arrival, departure and occupancy patterns by time of
day for the following general problem. Some entities
(e.g. patients, tests, samples, etc) flow into and out of
some location (or state, stage, phase, etc.). A database
table or query (view), called the data source, contains
one record per entity. Each entity belongs to a catego-
ry and has an in date/time and out date/time (or you
can think of them as start and stop times). Each day of
the week is divided into equally sized time bins such as
hours or half-hours. Statistics of interest include the
average, minimum, maximum and percentiles of the
arrivals, departures and occupancy by time of day and
day of week. 
Example
Patients flow through a Short Stay Unit and from our
hospital data warehouse we are able to obtain the date
and times that each patient enters and exits the Short
Stay Unit as well as the reason for their visit. The raw
data is imported into a Microsoft Access database. For
modeling purposes, each patient is classified each into
one of five categories: ART (arterialgram), CAT (post
cardiac-cath), MYE (myelogram), IVT (IV therapy),
and OTH (other). We would like to create a graph that
shows both the by category and overall average and
95th percentile of occupancy and the number of arrivals
by time of day and day of week. Hillmaker makes it easy
to create such graphs  (Figure 1) 
By modifying the raw data (perhaps, virtually via a
query), one can even do some simple "what if" types
of analyses. What would happen to the occupancy sta-
tistics if CAT patients did not use Short Stay and
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instead recovered in a surgical recovery room? How is
occupancy affected by a 25% reduction in length of
stay?
The inputs for this software application, which was
dubbed Hillmaker due to the hill-like nature of
graphed occupancy statistics by time of day are: the
name of the record source containing the transaction
records, the date/time field corresponding to the
entry time, the date/time field corresponding to the
exit time, the field corresponding to the category, the
date range for selecting transaction records for the
analysis (the analysis period), and the time bin size (in
minutes). The current version of Hillmaker has been
implemented as a simple Microsoft Access based appli-
cation consisting of the single user form. 
The Hillmaker add-in outputs a number of tables
containing the results of the analysis. The "ByDate"
table contains the number of arrivals, exits and the
occupancy for every time bin for each date in the
analysis date range. In addition, separate summary
tables are created for arrivals, exits and occupancy con-
taining the various statistical measures by time bin by
day of week. A spreadsheet based graphing template
facilitates the creation of summary graphs.
Percentiles are extremely important performance
measures for many service system planning problems.
Bed sizing and staffing often rely on using some upper
percentile of the distribution of occupancy or work-
load as a proxy for estimating the probability of insuf-
ficient capacity.4 Service level goals in call centres
often take the form of a targeted percentage of calls
answered less than some critical threshold time.  As
with most stochastic capacity planning problems,
there is no "right" percentile to use for planning.
Tradeoffs must be made between the cost of capacity
and the cost of having insufficient capacity for
demand. Calculating and reporting percentiles is the
first step in addressing this inherent tradeoff.
Hillmaker includes the capability to calculate per-
centiles using either the standard approach of using
linear interpolation or using the lowest observed
occupancy which is greater than or equal to the per-
centile desired.
Conclusion
The Hillmaker tool has been used in numerous pro-
jects involving occupancy related data in a wide range
of healthcare subsystems including various inpatient
units, emergency departments, appointment systems,
outpatient clinics, transcription and billing depart-
ments, laboratories, and waiting rooms. It can be used
for any type of customer service system in which
arrival and departure times are available. Instructions
for obtaining Hillmaker are available from the author
(isken@oakland.edu).
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FIGURE 1. Occupancy graph example
Health care systems can be extremely complex.  They
consist of interacting and constantly changing human
and equipment elements. Thus, they are prone to inci-
dents that may result in harm to patients.  Baker and
Norton recently reported that approximately 7.5% of
hospital admissions result in adverse events.1 This is
unacceptable by any measure.
Change is occurring in most health care systems in
the developed world to create a "culture of safety".
Health care institutions have looked to industries such
as the airline and chemical industries for examples of
success in reduction of adverse events, and have made
great strides. However, difficult methodological issues
remain with regard to managing rare incidents that
can be catastrophic in impact to both the "customers"
and the industry itself.
This paper describes an ongoing research program
designed to take a systems approach to an area of
medicine that is particularly technologically intensive
and complex: radiation oncology.2-4 Treatment of can-
cer with ionizing radiation has clear benefits in terms
of patient survival, but can be subject to systematic
incidents which in some cases have resulted in hun-
dreds of patients being exposed to inappropriate treat-
ments.5 The consequences can lead to severe disability
or death.  A major problem has been that, historically,
a systems approach to risk management has not been
applied, and no single person or unit in a particular
institution has knowledge of the entire system; thus
resulting in a classic scenario for incidents.
Furthermore, although a large amount of human and
financial resources are expended for quality control,
there has no systematic process for efficient allocation
of these resources, which is particularly important in a
publicly funded government health care delivery sys-
tem. The objective of our research program is to
develop frameworks to inform these decisions.
Methods
The first step was the formation of a team of adminis-
trators and staff in a large cancer treatment institution
in Alberta, Canada (the Tom Baker Cancer Centre, or
TBCC). It became apparent that simple risk assess-
ment methods that are currently being used in health
care such as failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
were not sufficient to inform quality control decisions.
We therefore chose to employ more sophisticated
quantitative methods including probabilistic risk
analysis and decision analysis.6
Defining the problem and the system took consider-
able time, as this had never been done for the purpose
of risk management in this particular institution.  Our
efforts resulted in a system map that provides the basis
for quantitative modeling. As a first analysis we used
influence diagrams to elucidate sources of uncertainty
in cancer diagnosis and staging. We then took a taxo-
nomic approach to define classes of incidents, to analyze
existing data, and to help identify a causal structure.
Simultaneously, we conducted a review of incident
reporting systems, and have been implementing an inci-
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dent tracking and learning system to inform the model
and the organization, and vice versa.  Figure 1 shows
how this analysis framework is integrated.
Results
EXAMPLES:
1. Uncertainty in Diagnosis and Staging of Breast
Cancer
Preliminary analyses3,7,8 indicate that the probability
of errors in diagnosis breast cancer is small but non-
trivial.  For example, the probability that a patient will
be diagnosed as Stage III (i.e. advanced disease) when
the patient is truly Stage III is approximately 82%,
which implies that the probability the wrong stage will
be assigned is 18%.  The probability that a patient will
receive 4-field treatment (i.e. a treatment protocol
using 4 beams) when this is truly required is approxi-
mately 92%, which implies that the probability that the
wrong treatment will be prescribed is 8%.  Sensitivity
analyses indicate that some common tests used for
staging cancer contribute to overall uncertainty to an
appreciable degree, and that specific combinations of
tests can reduce uncertainty. 
2. Taxonomy of Incidents
A taxonomic structure provides a framework for inci-
dent collection and processing. We developed a struc-
ture9 that defines four classification criteria for
incidents:
(1) Domain: Assessment, Prescription, 
Preparation, Treatment, and Follow-up; 
(2) Source: Process and Infrastructure; 
(3) Reproducibility: Systematic and Sporadic; 
(4) Prescription elements: Dose and Volume. 
To validate the taxonomic structure, incidents from
publicly available sources were used to populate a
database constructed to reflect the proposed struc-
ture. The incidents were further classified indepen-
dently by four different users of the system. An
analysis of the classification process revealed substan-
tial agreement of the structure among the reviewers.
Querying the database provided insights on the nature
and relative frequency of incidents in radiation thera-
py, but the analysis also revealed that the lack of a stan-
dard framework for incident reporting makes it
difficult to learn from existing incident report sources.
Risk management
FIGURE 1: Integrated risk management approach (PRADA: Probabilistic risk and decision analysis)
However, a clear understanding of the potential con-
sequences and relationships between different incident
types will guide the construction of improved incident
collection frameworks, resource allocation and risk
management efforts.
3. Incident Reporting/Learning Systems
We conducted a review of existing reporting sys-
tems,10 and have designed a survey instrument for
measuring both the safety culture and the organiza-
tion's ability to learn from incidents.11,12 We have
administered this survey to TBCC staff prior to imple-
mentation of the new system, and we will repeat the
survey each year post system implementation.  The
experimental group is staff in the radiation treatment
program and the control group is other staff working
in other programs at TBCC. We facilitated a cross-
functional team of cancer centre staff who has
designed a new system for learning from incidents.    
Discussion
Our research has been invaluable to the cancer treat-
ment administrators and professionals in understand-
ing the system and the tradeoffs involved in risk
management. The integrated tools and analyses that
we have employed provide a means for knowledge
translation and communication. The process of orga-
nizational change will take a long time, as most health
care delivery individuals and institutions are not accus-
tomed to systems thinking. We hope that our research
will provide a model for other health care scenarios.
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Abstract
After a patient presents with symptoms of illness and
undergoes treatment, there are three features of care
that require assessment: the impact of delivering care
on the patient, the benefits and harms of treatment,
and the functioning of the health care system. This
formulation leads to three types of outcomes of care
delivery that require assessment: 1) patient outcomes,
which reflect the impact on patients of undergoing
care; 2) treatment outcomes, which reflect the intend-
ed and unintended medical consequences of undergo-
ing therapy; and 3) system outcomes, which reflect the
impact on the system of delivering health care to a
group of patients. In this paper, examples of these
three types of outcomes are presented, with particular
reference to coronary artery bypass graft surgery. It is
argued that the current focus of computer simulation
models on system outcomes should be expanded to
include patient and treatment outcomes. 
Introduction
After a patient presents with symptoms of illness and
undergoes treatment, there are three features of care
that require assessment: the impact of delivering care
on the patient, the benefits and harms of treatment,
and the functioning of the health care system. This
formulation leads to three types of outcomes of care
delivery that require evaluation: 1) patient outcomes,
which reflect the impact on patients of undergoing
care; 2) treatment outcomes, which reflect the intend-
ed and unintended medical consequences of undergo-
ing therapy; and 3) system outcomes, which reflect the
impact on the system of delivering care to a group of
patients.  In this article, it is argued why each type of
outcome should be assessed and present some limita-
tions of each. Examples are drawn mainly from assess-
ment of the peri-operative process for patients with
coronary artery disease who are candidates for coro-
nary artery bypass grafting (CABG). The peri-opera-
tive process is divided into three phases: the
pre-operative phase which extends from assessment by
a cardiac surgeon until admission to the cardiac nurs-
ing ward, the operative phase which extends from
admission to the cardiac nursing ward until hospital
discharge, and post-discharge. In the final section, the
use of each type of outcome in computer simulation
models of patient flow and several developments
required to improve outcome assessment in simula-
tion modeling are discussed.
Types of outcomes
Patient Outcomes 
Patient outcomes reflect the impact on patients of
undergoing care in a health care system. In countries
having universal access to health care, wait lists are
used extensively to manage access to many medical
and surgical procedures as a means of improving effi-
ciency.1 For example, in Canada and other countries,
patients with symptoms of coronary artery disease are
assessed by a cardiologist and are sometimes referred
to a cardiac surgeon. After assessment by the surgeon,
patients who require CABG can either be admitted to
hospital directly or, among patients for whom the
operation can be safely delayed, registered on a wait
list.2-5 For the latter group, surgeons assign a clinical-
ly acceptable waiting time using established guide-
lines. One important patient outcome during the
preoperative phase is the likelihood of undergoing
CABG within the clinically acceptable waiting time
(Table). Examples of other patient outcomes while on
waiting for CABG include a deterioration of symp-
toms, an increase in urgency, or an unexpected emer-
gency admission.  Persons on wait lists for CABG have
been shown to suffer from increased levels of discom-
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fort and anxiety so that extended delays add to the
patient's burden.6
After being admitted to hospital for CABG, an
adverse patient outcome occurs when the planned
operation is unexpectedly cancelled due to the operat-
ing room being reallocated to an emergency patient or
becoming unavailable for other reasons. Patient safety
indicators are receiving growing attention and, in
some cases, such as for nosocomial infections, can be
considered patient outcomes during the operative
phase.7 After recovery on the nursing ward is com-
plete, if the patient cannot be discharged due to lack
of a bed in a nursing home or of other resources,
another patient outcome is a prolonged hospital
admission.
The importance of assessing patient outcomes is
that treating persons who are ill is the raison d'être of
the health care system. Many policy changes that are
implemented in hospitals are designed to have an
impact on system outcomes. Without explicitly con-
sidering patient outcomes, it may not be possible to
discern whether changes in systems outcomes have
any effects on patients, whether beneficial or harmful.  
Some limitations of patient outcomes relate to their
interpretation. First, it may be ambiguous whether to
classify an event as a treatment outcome or a patient
outcome.  For example, an unplanned readmission in
the post operative phase for repair of the bypass graft
or other reasons may constitute an adverse patient or
treatment outcome. Second, it may be unclear
whether or not an outcome benefits the patient. For
example, early discharge could be the result of
advanced planning (a good patient outcome) or could
arise if scarce resources force patients to be discharged
from hospital prematurely (an adverse patient out-
come).
Treatment Outcomes 
Treatment outcomes reflect the intended and unin-
tended medical consequences of undergoing therapy.
In the pre-operative phase for CABG, treatment out-
comes can refer to the adverse events associated with
diagnostic evaluation using coronary arteriography or
detection of other co-morbid medical conditions dur-
ing the anesthesiologist's pre-surgical assessment
(Table). Adverse treatment outcomes during the oper-
ative phase include the risks of adverse events, includ-
ing stroke or death. In some jurisdictions, operative
mortality during CABG is used as an indicator of qual-
ity of care(8). CABG is undertaken to alleviate chest
pain and increase survival and these are two intended
treatment outcomes during the post-operative phase.  
The importance of assessing treatment outcomes
lies in the direct link with the goods and services that
are being purchased. Also, there are often high quali-
ty data on intended effects of treatment and major
unintended events such as mortality that are readily
available. For example, health authorities in many
jurisdictions routinely collect wait list registries for
non-urgent surgical procedures that include informa-
Levy et al
TABLE.  Examples of patient, treatment and system outcomes for patient flow modeling during the peri-operative process for coronary
artery bypass grafting surgery. 
Phase
Type of outcome Pre-operative* Operative** Post-discharge 
Patient Immediate access /Direct admission OR cancellation after admission Unplanned readmission
/Access delayed longer than clinically /Noscomial infection /Patient safety /Readmission after cancellation
acceptable time /Unexpected emergency indicators /Prolonged hospital during hospital admission
admission /Adverse events while waiting admission /Early discharge
(symptom deterioration, urgency increase) 
/Becoming not suitable for surgery
Treatment Adverse side effects or misadventure Complications /Physiologic Improvement in angina
during coronary angiography /Detection measures /Death symptoms /Prolongation of life
of other comorbid medical conditions 
during anesthesiologist's pre-surgical 
assessment
System Wait time /Cancellation rate Procedure numbers and rates Readmission rate
/Unused resources Bed usage in CCU Length of stay
* from assessment by a cardiac surgeon until admission to the cardiac nursing ward **from admission to the cardiac nursing ward until
hospital discharge 
tion on dates of registration and removal, clinical
information, operative reports, hospital discharge
summaries and patient disposition. 
Limitations of treatment outcomes include the fol-
lowing. First, the relationship between processes of
care and treatment outcomes is poorly understood.
For example, in a large study from the United States
aiming to the relationship between processes of care
during CABG and operative mortality and morbidity,
the results pertained almost exclusively to operative
factors that would not be amenable to improvement
through policy changes.9 Second, currently published
treatment outcomes typically include mortality, mor-
bidity, or objective measures of disease severity (e.g.,
chest pain). What matters to patients is functional sta-
tus and quality of life.10,11 Neither administrative data
repositories nor disease-specific data collection sys-
tems such as CABG registries routinely include mea-
sures of functional status or quality of life. Third,
typically only major unintended consequences of
treatment are reported, while other, less disastrous,
treatment outcomes which may have a large impact on
quality of life are not recorded.  
System Outcomes 
System outcomes reflect the impact on the system of
delivering care to a group of patients. In the pre-oper-
ative phase, studies of CABG have used as the out-
come of interest, wait times within2 or between12
jurisdictions (Table). System outcomes, such as rates
of operations per population, are compared between
countries and within regions in the same country.13,14
In another example of an international comparison of
a system outcome, the length of stay for surgical pro-
cedures related to coronary artery disease for elderly
patients was reported to be 33% lower in the United
States than in Ontario and Manitoba.15 In the post-
operative phase, readmission rates for CABG have
been compared between hospitals.16
There are several advantages of assessing system out-
comes. First, routinely collected administrative data can
be used for research on system outcomes. For example,
abstracted summaries of hospital episodes are routinely
collected in centralized repositories such as those main-
tained by the Canadian Institute for Health
Information, the National Hospital Discharge Survey in
the United States, and the Hospital Episode Statistics in
the United Kingdom, as well as many disease and treat-
ment registries. Second, system outcomes are straight-
forward to interpret. For example, numbers of hospital
discharges, rates of surgical procedures, lengths of stay,
or wait times can be interpreted directly, without invok-
ing assumptions of unknown validity. Third, system
outcomes may indicate deficiencies in health care. For
example, in the United Kingdom, the National Service
Framework for Coronary Heart Disease identified that
the rate of CABG in England was unacceptably low and
produced benchmarks for increasing the rate by a spe-
cific calendar date: between 2000 and April 2002, the
total number of CABG procedures was to be increased
such that the national rate would be 75 per 100,000
persons.17
Limitations of system outcomes have to do with
their interpretation. First, how changes in system out-
comes affect patient outcomes is usually unknown.
Second, the interpretation of system outcomes often
relies on assumptions that are difficult to substantiate.
One common assumption is that higher rates of pro-
cedures lead to better treatment outcomes; the evi-
dence supporting this assumption is often lacking. For
example, rates of revascularization were compared
among two cohorts of elderly survivors of acute
myocardial infarction in the United States and
Canada.18 During the first 30 days after admission,
rates of revascularization (including CABG and percu-
taneous transluminal coronary angioplasty) were eight
times higher in one cohort than the other. Despite
these differences in revascularization rates, one-year
mortality was virtually identical in the two cohorts.
Thus, the hypothesis that higher rates of revascular-
ization procedures increased survival among elderly
survivors of myocardial infarction was not supported
by these data. 
Outcomes in health care delivery models 
Over the past several decades, health services and
operations researchers have produced a substantial
body of literature on computer simulation models of
patient flow in health care.19 To date, published com-
puter simulation models has focused almost exclusive-
ly on system outcomes including: patient flow (patient
scheduling and admissions; patient routing and flow
schemes; scheduling) and allocation of resources (bed
sizing and planning; room sizing and planning; staff
sizing and planning).20 Neither treatment nor patient
outcomes have been incorporated into this type of
simulation.
Including outcomes at all three levels - patient,
treatment and system - into simulation models of
patient flow requires methodological and conceptual
developments. An important advance would be a tax-
onomy of outcomes and a knowledge base that assem-
Health Care Delivery Outcomes
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bles information and learning in this area.
Incorporating all three types of outcomes into the
decision-making process is another area of research
that requires active investigation. Greater data collec-
tion efforts are required so that information reposito-
ries routinely include standardized measures of
patients' interactions with the health care system,
including their experiences in hospitals, and measures
of functional status and quality of life. 
The outcomes of patient interactions with the
health care delivery system are becoming increasingly
important indicators in health services research. Given
the importance of evaluating all types of components
of health care delivery, the impact of policy changes
using simulation models should be expanded to
include treatment and patient outcomes.
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Greater patient centricity and intense distribution of
services, responsibilities and authorities in healthcare
delivery networks are worthy goals. Yet, moving from
dreams and ideals to a working model and then to suc-
cessful implementation, is challenging. This paper
proposes a set of success factors based on the learning
gained through an initiative aiming to implement a
model for integrated healthcare and social services in
the Québec City region. Started in 2004, this well
documented initiative1,2 is lead by the region's Agency
for Development of Local Health and Social Service
Networks. Insights gained through this case should be
useful knowledge to health care network authorities in
other regions aiming toward more patient centricity
and distributed regional distribution. 
Key success factors
Concurrently focusing on population centricity and
individual centricity the network aims toward maxi-
mizing its value contribution to the entire population
and each individual. It is their expectations that the
network has to satisfy, as much as possible.
It is crucial to gather population expectations and
individual expectations, and to validate their legitima-
cy because they should become the basis for perfor-
mance assessment.
Taking an overall service trajectory perspective and
setting network-wide goals for each process.
Clear goals and objectives should be expressed for
each process along the service trajectory for each type
of care services. For example, in combatting cancer,
the service trajectory includes processes such as pre-
vention, suspicion, diagnostic, treatment, healing, pal-
liative care, terminal care and lifelong monitoring.
Guiding each professional's mind frame toward a
patient-centered collaborative stewardship across the
multiple network levels. The aim should be to create a
patient-centric multi-level collaborative network,
involving patients, doctors and field processionals,
local teams, regional teams and supra-regional teams.
Actors at each level should learn to feel deeply that
they are bound by a common stewardship to the
health and well being of each patient and the overall
population.
Instilling collaborative networking as a core com-
petency mastered by all professionals.
The roles and responsibilities of each actor, care
providers as well as managing and support actors, have
to be adapted to insure that the development and
exploitation of collaborative networking becomes a
core competency. Teamwork through the network
must become the normal way of working. Generalists
must take a responsible attitude relative to the entire
service trajectory and the health evolution of each of
their patients. Specialists must adopt a network
approach with other specialists as well as with first line
professionals handling pre and post treatment.
Migrating from a loose network of institutions toward
an agile service web. There should be a strong drive
for moving away from managing organizational silos
toward enabling and driving value creation processes. 
Value creation processes should seamlessly integrate
an elaborate multi-institution network of regional spe-
cialized services, involving private and public actors,
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and allowing the appropriate movement of actors
through the network, enabling to create a virtual team
for each patient through his service trajectory, focus-
ing on accessibility, continuity and quality. Fostering a
synergistic and collaborative interdependency between
territorial networks
A regional network is to be subdivided in local ter-
ritorial networks. Each territorial network should aim
to satisfy as best as possible the expectations of its pop-
ulation and its individuals. Each can expect to be pro-
vided with the means to fulfill its mission and to be
treated equitably. Territorial wars are the pitfall to be
avoided, and are the result of a quest for autonomy
and the piling of interface problems.
The aim should be to create a synergistic geographi-
cal interdependency. Each territorial network needs to
have the means for offering excellent proximity front
line services adapted to its population. There should be
sharing of resources and mutual reinforcement when
facing crises and there should be an interdependency
for regional and supra regional specializations.
Orchestrating the implementation around focused clin-
ical, competency and infrastructure projects
Implementation work has to be activated along two
complementary axes. On one axis clinical projects
should be developed and implemented, involving early
investigation through simulation and pilot projects,
followed by wider scope implementation initiatives
once potential value has been demonstrated. On the
second axis, there should be work toward the devel-
opment and exploitation of network competencies
and network infrastructure. Clinical projects should
lead the network transformation. This implies the pri-
oritization and activation of a set of clinical projects
covering as best as possible the spectrum of health and
social care needs in the region. There should be a
strong drive to develop an information/communica-
tion infrastructure enabling the networking initiative,
focused on real value creation be supporting the actors
towards an ever more efficient and synergistic collab-
orative operation.
Committed leadership and strategic action
It is important to shape and empower the network
development leadership organization, involving all key
stakeholders in the region. The leadership should be
driving into action a set of complementary implemen-
tation strategies. For example, these may include a pri-
ority clinical project strategy, a local territorial network
center launching strategy, an impact evaluation and
measure strategy, a change management and mobi-
lization strategy, a university project strategy, and an
interdependency realization strategy. There should be
regular follow up of projects and feedback to key
stakeholders.
Conclusion
Patient centric distributed network approaches show
potential to help improve health and social services
delivery. It should be clear that such initiatives are
complex and must be carefully conceived and pre-
pared from strategic, organizational and operational
perspectives. The complexity and scope of the result-
ing transformations should never be underestimated.
Understanding the success factors described in this
paper and taking action toward their realization are
key for durable fruitful implementation having long
lasting high impact on the health and well being of the
population and each of its individuals.
Concerning the Québec region project, only time
will permit to verify whether it will be a durable suc-
cess, a failure, or a mixed result. Subsequent analysis
should permit to gain additional learning potentially
transferable to other regions.
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One of the dimensions of healthcare quality is the
speed of healthcare treatment; higher quality is associ-
ated with shorter patient waiting times. However, due
to the significant expense of many healthcare
resources (e.g., surgical operating theatres), healthcare
managers desire keeping these resources highly uti-
lized. The Theory of Swift Even Flow described by
Schmenner and Swink (1998)1 states that high utiliza-
tion levels and relatively low throughput times can be
maintained only when input flows and processing
times are consistent. This theory helps explain the nat-
ural tension of quickly moving patients through
healthcare operations while simultaneously achieving
high utilization. Flow in healthcare environments
tends to be very uneven due to random patient arrivals
(particularly, emergencies) and highly variable medical
procedure times.  Variability in flow can affect both
patient access to care and the degree of effort put
forth by health providers to provide high-quality care.
Therefore, healthcare administrators are increasingly
focussing on better management of patient
flows.2(see, Hejna (2004), for example). 
Surgical operating theatres (OTs) present a partic-
ularly interesting opportunity for improving patient
flow. While variability due to patients requiring emer-
gency surgery cannot be easily managed, as pointed
out by Kim et al. (2000)3, patients requiring elective
or scheduled surgeries can be managed by controlling
their admission, optimizing surgery scheduling, or
rescheduling planned surgeries. In fact, Haraden and
Resar (2004)4 state that the effect of "artificial" varia-
tion caused by the personal preferences and beliefs of
clinicians far exceeds the natural variability due to ran-
dom emergency cases and disease. Scheduled surgery
patient flow is one common source for this artificial
variation to enter hospitals and healthcare systems. 
As part of the surgical scheduling process at many
hospitals, the total amount of time available for
surgery is allocated to the various surgical services
(e.g., cardiac, orthopedic, plastic, etc.) with block
schedules created for each month. Surgical services
then decide the specific time slots allocated to a sur-
geon each day.  
In this paper we use the mathematical optimization
approach of goal programming to improve patient
flow by improved surgical service block scheduling.
To explore the usefulness of the model in a practical
environment we compare block schedules derived
from our model with actual scheduling practice at the
Foothills Medical Centre (FMC) in Calgary, Alberta.
We use computer simulation modeling to provide a
detailed comparison. 
Goal Programming Model
Our base goal programming model is based on the
work of Blake and Donald (2002). In that paper, the
authors focussed on meeting the desired hourly tar-
gets of the surgical services each month. While this is
a primary objective of our research as well, we extend-
ed Blake and Donald's model by considering a longer
planning horizon, scheduling around holidays, and
scheduling different length blocks each day. However,
our major contribution is to develop a flow objective
to smooth the block schedules. Mathematically, our
objective function is 
Minimize Z =                                              (1) 
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where       and       are the hours over and under the
average daily target for each service j on a day of the
week k for week w in the planning horizon. These val-
ues are determined using the following soft constraint:
j, k, w  (2) 
where HTj is the daily average target for each service j.
The variables xijkw are the decision variables assigning
the number of blocks of type i (regular or extended
hours), for surgical service j on day k of week w.  Our
model then first achieves the desired hourly service
targets over a 4-week planning period and then mini-
mizes the deviations from the average hourly service
target. 
Results
To test the performance of our model in a practical
setting we used data from the FMC and built a simu-
lation model of the scheduled surgery and hospitaliza-
tion process. Data were used to fit mathematical
distribution functions for surgery and patient length
of stay times for all services. These functions were then
used in the simulation model and run for 10 years
with repeating schedules from our flow model and
actual scheduling practice at FMC. 
Figure 1 shows the resulting number of surgical
cases and patients in the hospital for the orthopedic
surgical service (other services tested show essentially
the same result). For surgical cases, the variability is
much smaller for our flow model than for current
scheduling practice. Note that for the actual schedule
the number of days where there are 17 or more surg-
eries or 6 or fewer is much larger than for our flow
model. Therefore, it is clear our model does smooth
the number of patients coming out of surgery. (For all
tested services, statistical analyses showed significantly
lower variability in surgical cases). This should lead to
less congestion in post-surgical care units including
intensive care and wards leading to better patient flow.
The value of a less variable patient flows into intensive
care is well discussed in Kim et al. (2000).3
However, for the overall number of patients in the
hospital there is no apparent difference in the variabil-
ity of our model compared to actual scheduling prac-
tice. In essence, the long length of stay acts as an
aggregating mechanism for the variable batch sizes of
surgical patients and creates a "smoothing" effect. In
addition, the weekends and holidays act to "flush out"
the system since no elective surgeries are scheduled on
those days. Therefore, on the surface, it appears that
the goal programming scheduling leads to smoother
output of surgery patients, but makes little difference
to overall patient volumes in the hospital. 
Conclusions
A positive result of our goal programming model was
its ability to reduce the variability of surgical patients
and still meet the desired target hours of all surgical
services. But, the previous analysis shows that hospital
crowding levels may not be improved by advanced
scheduling methods. However, one aspect the previ-
ous analysis did not incorporate is the interaction
between the schedule and length of stay. As with pre-
vious OT hospital analyses we assumed the length of
stay was independent of the schedule. In fact, a
smoother surgery schedule may lead to shorter
lengths of stay since congestion in the post surgery
processes should be reduced. Less variable patient vol-
umes going into Intensive Care Units (ICUs) and the
service wards should lead to less patient waiting as well
as higher service quality. One plan for future research
is to model the post surgery processes in more detail
to show better the value of smoother patient flows. 
Rohleder et al
FIGURE 1.  Surgical Cases and Crowding for Orthopedic
Patients
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There is much interest in problems concerning how to
deliver health care safely, efficiently and effectively.
This involves, among other things, managing the
delivery system so that it works smoothly, allocating
resources such as personnel, beds and equipment effi-
ciently, delivering services at the lowest cost and pro-
viding high quality, effective care.1 However, it is not
clear what system designs will achieve these goals.
The approach taken by systems engineers and opera-
tions researchers, which will collectively be called
"modelers," is to build a model of the system that
health care administrators can use to predict how the
system will respond to proposed modifications, thus
allowing the most effective alternatives to be chosen.
Many models have been developed for health care sys-
tems.2
In order to realize the full benefits of the modeling
process, the model must be fully implemented and
used by decision makers. This requires that managers
develop trust in the models so they will feel comfort-
able using them to evaluate alternative decisions.
Ideally, models should be implemented as part of the
information system so they can be updated and used
routinely by managers.
The process of developing health care system mod-
els requires health system managers and care givers to
collaborate with modelers.  This process can be diffi-
cult because these two groups have very different cul-
tures and values.  This paper discusses some lessons
learned in modeling projects at medium size hospitals.
The lessons, which are presented as a series of rules,
are presented from the perspective of the modeler and
are intended to help health care delivery system mod-
elers develop more effective models.
Rule 1: Health care managers aren't interested in
modeling methodology.
Modeling methodology is the mathematical, statistical
and other techniques that are used to represent and
manipulate the model.  To a model developer, it is
important whether a model is a mathematical queuing
model or a simulation model or an optimization
model.  But, health care managers, are mainly con-
cerned with whether the model can provide useful
solutions to their decision problems.  Health care
managers deal with problems every day, and most of
these problems need immediate attention.  Rather
than discussing the types of models that can be used,
modelers should devote that time to listening to the
manager's description of the system and the problems,
and asking questions to enhance their understanding.
Rule 2: Data is a limiting factor.
Health care providers keep large amounts of data, but
most of the data are collected for medical and legal pur-
poses, not to measure process details for system model-
ing.  For example, in an emergency department, patient
arrival times and the times of their first encounter with
a physician are recorded in order to determine their
waiting time before treatment, but the durations of
each physician encounter, which are needed to model
the care delivery processes, are not normally recorded.
Other problems with data include:
Missing data - Care givers were busy providing care
and could not record data.
Incorrect data - Recorded data is incorrect because
persons collecting the data were not trained sufficiently.
Data not available - Data is stored on a system or in
a format that makes it difficult or impossible to access.
Insufficient data - Data is available but sample sizes
are too small to make accurate estimates of parame-
ters.
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Data is not well defined - Is the arrival time the
moment when the patient enters the door or the
moment when the triage nurse encounters the patient?
Data is expensive to collect and maintain, especial-
ly if it is collected manually.  New information systems
should be designed to collect data on work processes
automatically using RFID, barcodes and similar tech-
nology to automate and simplify this task.
3. You must understand the health care system.
Health care systems are not just manufacturing sys-
tems with untreated patients as "raw materials" and
treated patients as "finished products".  These systems
have unique characteristics not present in manufactur-
ing or other model genres.  Medical issues are a nec-
essary part of the model.  Administrators, many of
whom are MDs, want to answer questions such as:
How will a change in the epidemiology of the area
affect the hospital,  or how will operations be affected
if the provider starts offering a new service to patients
with certain diagnoses?  These and other questions
require that the medical processes be included explic-
itly in the model along with the workflow processes.
4. You should model the health care work processes.
Some simulation models of health care systems
attempt to follow the physical movement of patients
and care givers through the system, ignoring other
processes such as consultations with family and other
care givers, searching for data, documentation and
time spent reviewing and interpreting data.  The
health care system focuses on the patient, but the
model should focus on the work processes.  Work
processes and the resources required to provide diag-
nosis and treatment are determined by the patient's
diagnosis and other characteristics, so the model must
include this relationship. Work processes in health care
are very different from those of other systems.  For
example, care givers make decisions based upon cur-
rent priorities and are often preempted when a higher
priority patient presents.
5. The model should include a financial component.
Health care administrators must evaluate trade-offs
between the quality of care and the cost of providing
that care.  Administrators are also concerned with risk
management, i.e., how much variation in financial
outcomes can be expected and how effective are vari-
ous plans to mitigate the risk?  To perform these eval-
uations, the model must provide estimates of financial
performance in addition to quality of care measures.
For some models, these could be simple computations
of expected cost per day or per patient, or they could
be based upon an implementation of the provider's
reimbursement schedule.  
6. The model should include data management
processes.
Much of the work in health care involves gathering,
storing, retrieving and sharing data.  Many proposals
to improve or reform the health care system include
implementing new information systems that integrate
providers' information and improve efficiency of data
collection and retrieval.  To evaluate the value of these
new systems, models should include the activities asso-
ciated with data management.  These activities involve
such things as patient records retrieval and review, care
documentation, and transcription. The activities
should also include time for the interpretation of non-
standard data.  EMRs will standardize some data,
requiring care givers to use the same terminology and
formats and reducing the time to review that data.
Models that include the data management activities
can be used to evaluate proposed changes in the infor-
mation system and workflow processes that promise to
increase the efficiency of the health care processes.
7. The model must be built quickly.
The health care system and the problems administra-
tors must deal with are constantly changing.
Administrators move to different positions or
providers; staff who are familiar with the model
change jobs; new facilities, processes and policies are
implemented; data are no longer current; and the epi-
demiology of the area changes.  If the model is not
developed within a few months, chances are high that
it will not be valid for the current system or it will no
longer be a priority for management.  Available tools
for rapid modeling of health care systems are not gen-
erally available.  These tools should include pre-built
component such as arrival processes, laboratory and
imaging process models, scheduling models and reim-
bursement models, depending upon the type of model
being developed.  With such tools, model building
would involve assembling and configuring activities,
rather than program coding.
Conclusion
Large providers and government agencies are showing
a growing interest in supporting model development
in health care. These models have the potential to
greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of care
Modeling rules
delivery. It is hoped that these seven rules will increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of the modeling
process and lead to models that are implemented and
used routinely in the design and management of
health care systems.
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Summary
How do we know that innovations in healthcare deliv-
ery would work? In this paper, we discuss the idea of
applying the methodology of group-randomized
intervention studies to evaluation of surgical care poli-
cies using data from simulation experiments. We argue
that a new interdisciplinary framework, which links
health services research, operations research, and com-
puter sciences, is required. Specifically, the method-
ological rigor of evaluative studies should be applied
to the analysis of simulation experiments.1 In turn, the
evaluation of policy initiatives should include the sim-
ulation of health-system operations.2 We introduce
the framework and study design to evaluate methods
for improving the peri-operative process with the use
of patient flow simulations.
Policy analysis using simulations
Intervention studies evaluate policy changes imple-
mented in hospitals, wards or services by comparing
clusters of individuals. Therefore, clusters of individu-
als rather than individuals themselves are randomized
to different intervention groups.1
Computer simulation is an operations research
technique to evaluate a system's performance.3 The
underlying premise is that a collective experience of
individual simulated paths through the system is the
result of the system's operations and can be used to
represent care delivery to a virtual cohort of patients.
Modeling patient flow in health care is considered a
powerful approach to assessing the likely response of a
health system to changes in organization, manage-
ment and policy.4,5
Objectives
The aim of the proposed study is to evaluate methods
for improving surgical patient flow that have been
suggested for the following fourteen peri-operative
activities:
Scheduling outpatient clinic appointments;
Pre-surgical screening; 
Scheduling anesthesiology consultations;
Managing access to elective surgery;
Scheduling elective patients for surgery; 
Prioritizing patients for hospital admission; 
Re-scheduling cancellations of scheduled surgeries;
Managing operating room time utilization;
Managing direct admissions;
Managing operating room utilization;
Sequencing patients; 
Managing post-anesthesia care; 
Discharge planning before surgery; and
Managing post-operative care.
Simulation analyses will be performed for each of
the activities separately, with intervention groups
defined by the management and policy alternatives,
see Table 1. 
The specific objectives are:
1) To compare the proportion of patients experienc-
ing index outcome in simulated intervention groups to
the proportion of patients with index outcome in the
control group for each peri-operative activity.
2) To compare the proportion of hospitals demon-
strating benchmark performance in simulated inter-
vention groups to the proportion of hospitals with
benchmark performance in the control group for each
of the 14 peri-operative activities.
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TABLE 1.  Management and policy alternatives for improving patient flow
activity/intervention indicator variable*
Scheduling outpatient clinic appointment
• specialist-specific appointment lists A10
• pooling all referrals on one appointment list A11
• offering choice between same-week and future appointment with preferred surgeon A12
Pre-surgical screening, impact on cancellations after admission
• some elective patients are assessed after admission A30
• all elective patients are screened through pre-admission clinic A31
• all scheduled patients are medically optimized before admission for surgery A32
• all patients and their families are educated about the procedure and care A33
Scheduling anesthesiology consultation
• anesthesiologist-specific consultation lists A40
• consultation with available anesthesiologist, not the anesthesia provider during surgery A41
Managing access to elective surgery
• multiple wait lists of individual surgeons A50
• centralized wait list by procedure A51
• unlimited surgical wait lists A60
• regulated surgical wait lists with redistribution of cases A61
• non-monitored surgical wait lists A70
• monitored surgical wait lists A71
Scheduling patients for surgery, impact on non-clinical cancellations
• current booking of admission dates A80
• advanced booking of admission dates A81
• the OR schedule confirmed with surgeon's office at least one day prior to surgery A82
Scheduling patients for surgery, impact on time to admission
• short notice pool of pre-screened patients to fill OR time that unexpectedly becomes available A91
Scheduling patients for surgery, impact on clinical cancellations
• profiling case based on type of procedure A100
• the surgeon's office provides all information to develop OR slate A101
Prioritizing patients for hospital admissions
• priority groups A110
• continuous urgency rating score A111
• dynamic prioritization (urgency upgrade, increasing priority with time spent) A112
Re-scheduling cancellations of scheduled cases, impact on time to admission
• scheduling cancelled and postponed surgeries for weekend A121
Re-scheduling cancellations of scheduled cases, impact on time to readmission
• increasing priority upon reinstating on wait list A131
Managing direct admissions
• network of hospitals to pool urgent patients for expedited admission A141
Managing operating room utilization, idle time
• general-administration operating rooms A150
• specialty-dedicated operating rooms A151
Managing operating room utilization, cancellations by hospital
• dedicated emergency slots within daily planned schedule A160
• dedicated emergency operating rooms A161
Sequencing patients
• outpatient cases earlier, inpatient case later A170
• similar cases grouped by surgeon, priority, procedure A171
• major cases earlier, minor cases later A172
• longer cases earlier to avoid overtime A173
• shorter cases earlier to reduce variability in procedure time A174
Managing post-anesthesia care, cancellations for no ICU bed
• holding patients in PACU in order to ensure a ICU bed A181
Managing post-anesthesia care, cancellations for insufficient staff
• adjusting staffing pattern to fluctuations in case-mix A191
Discharge planning before surgery
• post-operative services are identified before surgery A200
• all elective scheduled patients undergo discharge planning before admission A201
Managing post-operative care, impact on cancellation for no ICU bed
• diversion to different hospital if critical care bed unavailable A211
*The indicator variables will be used for developing regression models.
Approach
Our approach has three premises: 
1) The interventions have been designed to
improve patient outcomes within hospital surgical ser-
vices;
2) In one hospital, patients may influence each
other because of prioritization and competition for
common resources; and
3) Evaluation of management and policy interven-
tions that are implemented at an organizational level
require comparing clusters of individuals. 
We will employ a cluster randomization trial design,
which allocates clusters of patients to peri-operative
intervention groups.6 Each cluster will represent a
simulation experiment performed in a hypothetical
hospital under conditions specified by the interven-
tion. The clusters will be randomly assigned to an
intervention group or to a control group. 
Changes in patient flow will be measured in terms of
the proportion of patients experiencing outcomes rele-
vant to each activity and the proportion of hospitals
demonstrating benchmark performance. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the approach by showing the distribution of
experiments by the number of patients waiting during
weeks with no appointment available in a simulation
study of two scheduling methods.7 All evaluations will
be done at the patient and group levels using patient-
level data.
Methods
Analyses of proportions will be performed separately for
each outcome using formulas that have been adjusted
to allow for dependence between observations within
the same cluster.8 For group-level analysis, the Pearson
chi-square statistic, adjusted for the clustering design
effect, will be used to compare the proportions from
each intervention group with corresponding "control"
proportions to determine if there is a significant change
in the proportion of those receiving the service after the
implementation of the intervention. For patient-level
analyses, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) will
be estimated from the study data to adjust for depen-
dence between observations.
Regression methods for group-level comparisons
will include generalized linear models for rates and
proportions. Generalized estimating equations (GEE)
will be used to fit regression models to determine the
effect of the interventions on patient flow.9 The GEE
method treats dependence between individual obser-
vations as a nuisance parameter and corrects estimates
for clustering. 
Research plan
A study population will comprise all simulated refer-
rals to surgeons in one specialty in a given hospital.
Clusters of patients is generated by simulation experi-
ments. Patient characteristics - age, sex, urgency, pro-
cedure, hospital, and co-morbidities - will be
randomly assigned within each cluster. Equal numbers
of clusters will be simulated for each intervention
group. A random combination of values of confound-
ing variables will be assigned to each cluster before
randomization to an intervention group. These vari-
ables will represent characteristics of additional (i.e.,
not studied in a particular evaluation) peri-operative
activities, and hospital settings. 
To ensure a sufficient sample size for group-level
comparisons, the number of experiments (clusters) per
intervention group will be chosen to be adequate for
testing each hypothesis. For multivariate regression
analysis of group-level data with a set of 20 confound-
ing variables and one indicator variable for the two
intervention groups, we will need 420 experiments
divided between the two groups allowing for 20
observations per independent variable. 
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FIGURE 1.  Group-level comparison using the distribution of
experiments by the number of patients waiting for appointment
during weeks with no appointments available in intervention
(black) and control (white) groups. (Details of the analysis are
described in Vasilakis, Sobolev, Kuramoto and Levy. A simulation
study of scheduling clinic appointments in surgical care: individ-
ual-surgeon versus pooled lists. JORS 2005)
In the previous analysis of waiting times for coro-
nary bypass surgery we found that cluster level attrib-
utes had a common influence over all individuals in
that cluster making them more similar as compared to
individuals from another cluster.10 In this case, the
ICC was 0.18 for time to surgery and 0.07 for surgery
within target time across clusters defined by hospital-
period interaction. 
For regression analysis of individual patient data,
we estimate that we will need 206 experiments per
intervention group with 400 subjects in each cluster
to detect a difference of one week in the average time
between the peri-operative activities (ICC=0.20), with
a 90% power and a two-tailed false positive rate, alpha,
of 5%. To detect the anticipated effect size of 5% in
proportions, we will need 98 experiments per inter-
vention group with 400 subjects in each experiment
(ICC=0.10), with a 90% power and alpha of 5%.
Therefore, 210 experiments per intervention group
will be adequate both for group-level and individual-
level comparisons.
Specific hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. Clinic-appointment interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of appointments within target time (patient-
level evaluation [P]), and the proportion of hospitals
with less than half of extended waits for appointment
(longer than target access time) (group-level evalua-
tion [G]).
Hypothesis 2. Pre-surgical screening interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of cancelled surgeries (P), and the proportion
of hospitals with less than one tenth of surgeries can-
celled due to patient-related reasons (G).
Hypothesis 3. Anesthesiology-consultation interven-
tions improve surgical patient flow as measured by the
proportion of consultations within target time (P),
and the proportion of hospitals with less than half of
delayed consultations (G).
Hypothesis 4. Access-management interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the
probabilities of admission within certain times of wait-
list registration (P), and the proportion of hospitals
with less than half of extended waits (longer than tar-
get access time) for admission (G).
Hypothesis 5A. Scheduling-surgery interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of scheduled cases cancelled on the day of
surgery or within 48 hours by patient or hospital for
non-clinical reasons (P), and the proportion of hospi-
tals with less than one tenth of surgeries cancelled due
to non-clinical reasons (G).
Hypothesis 5B. Scheduling-surgery interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the
probabilities of admission within certain times of wait-
list registration (P), and the proportion of hospitals
with less than half of extended waits (longer than tar-
get access time) for admission (G).
Hypothesis 5C. Scheduling surgery interventions
improves surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of scheduled cases cancelled on the day of
surgery or within 48 hours by patient or hospital for
clinical reasons (P), and the proportion of hospitals
with less than one tenth of surgeries cancelled for clin-
ical reasons (G).
Hypothesis 6. Patient-prioritizing interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the time-
dependent weekly rates of: a) symptom worsening; b)
urgency upgrade; c) pre-operative death; d) becoming
unsuitable for surgery; and e) unexpected emergency
admission before index admission (P), and the pro-
portion of hospitals with benchmark rates of the
adverse events (G).
Hypothesis 7A. Re-scheduling interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by proba-
bilities of admission within certain times of wait-list
registration (P), and the proportion of hospitals with
less than half of extended waits (longer than target
access time) for admission (G).
Hypothesis 7B. Increasing priority for cancelled cases
improves surgical patient flow as measured by proba-
bilities of re-admission within certain times of cancel-
lation during hospital admission (P), and the
proportion of hospitals with less than half of extended
waits (longer than week since cancellations) for re-
admission (G).
Hypothesis 8. Direct-admission interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of surgeries in the week of direct admission to
hospital (P), and the proportion of hospitals with
more than half of surgeries within a week of direct
admission (G).
Hypothesis 9. OR utilization interventions improve
surgical patient flow as measured by the proportion of
surgeries performed on days that are less than fully
booked (P), and the proportion of hospitals with OR
not fully booked more than 10% of the time (G).
Hypothesis 10. ORs dedicated to emergency cases
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of scheduled cases cancelled on the day of
surgery by the hospital for non-clinical reasons (P), and
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the proportion of hospitals with less than one tenth of
surgeries cancelled for non-clinical reasons (G).
Hypothesis 11. Case-sequencing improves surgical
patient flow as measured by the proportion of sched-
uled cases cancelled on the day of surgery by the hos-
pital for insufficient time (P), and the proportion of
hospitals with less than one tenth of surgeries can-
celled for insufficient time (G).
Hypothesis 12A. Post-anesthesia care interventions
improve surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of scheduled cases cancelled on the day of
surgery because of ICU bed unavailability (P), and the
proportion of hospitals with less than one tenth of
surgeries cancelled for no ICU bed available (G).
Hypothesis 12B. Adjusting staffing levels to fluctua-
tions in case-mix improves surgical patient flow as mea-
sured by the proportion of scheduled cases cancelled on
the day of surgery or within 48 hours by the hospital for
insufficient nursing and post-operative staff (P), and the
proportion of hospitals with less than one tenth of surg-
eries cancelled for insufficient staff (G).
Hypothesis 13. Discharge-planning intervention
improves surgical patient flow as measured by the pro-
portion of patients not discharged in a timely fashion
due to no home care arranged, no rehabilitation ser-
vice available, or no long-term care bed available (P),
and the proportion of hospitals with less than half of
extended post-operative length of stay (G).
Hypothesis 14. Post-operative care improves surgical
patient flow as measured by the proportion of cases
cancelled on the day of surgery by the hospital for no
ICU bed available (P), and the proportion of hospitals
with less than one tenth of surgeries cancelled for non-
clinical reasons (G).
Anticipated Findings
By evaluating data of simulation experiments we will
determine the effectiveness of policy and management
alternatives in improving peri-operative process. We will
use several outcomes measures, as a specific policy may
have differential impact on different stages of patient
flow. Hospital-level comparisons will document how
likely it would be that hospitals improve patient flow
after adopting the proposed methods. Individual-level
comparisons will document likely results of undergoing
services in a hospital using these methods. 
The evaluation of management and policy initia-
tives based on simulation experiments provides an
opportunity to generate invaluable information about
suggested methods for improving surgical patient
flow. Thus, the knowledge learned from this evalua-
tion will inform peri-operative program development
aimed at changing surgical services delivery. 
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Summary
This research describes a constraint-based heuristic
model of capacity segmentation for outpatient facili-
ties used to estimate the effect of segmentation con-
straints on stakeholders.
Growth of free-standing ambulatory surgery centres
has been dramatic in recent years with institutions being
urged by governments and insurers to segment inpa-
tients (IP) and outpatients (OP) to reduce costs and
improve services. Critics of segmentation argue it is a
false economy to separate inpatients and outpatients
since pooling of patients in large IP facilities offers
economies of scale and opportunities for parallel pro-
cessing, not to mention elimination of infrastructure.
We implemented a constraint-based heuristic model of
capacity segmentation for OP facilities and used it to
estimate the effect of segmentation on stakeholders.
Methods
With permission of the institution that collected the
data, we modeled surgical schedules using historical
case records of 60,643 surgeries performed over
2,260 days at a large academic medical center.  Data
were collected using a previously described computer-
ized system.1 Variables in the data set included total
procedure time, date, time and location of the surg-
eries, and the surgical procedures classified by Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT).
To evaluate the effects of segmentation, we studied
schedule outcomes described in more detail else-
where.2.3 These schedule outcomes included budget-
ed time (the time available in which the institution
purchases skilled labour and expects to produce surgi-
cal services), patient wait time (time the patient waits
but does not receive surgical services), surgical time
(the demand for surgical services), idle time (sched-
uled time that does not produce surgical services),
total time (the sum of budgeted plus overtime), capac-
ity (the number of operating rooms multiplied by the
time available to supply surgical services), and over-
time (time that the institution produces services at
premium cost).  The impact of segmentation was eval-
uated by estimating the cost of schedule outcomes to
stakeholders.
To segment outpatients, we used a modified
newsvendor model4,5 implemented in Allegro
Common LISP using best-fit decreasing (BFD) and
best-fit increasing (BFI) rescheduling heuristics.6.
OP segmentation was accomplished using an ordered
list with constrained enumeration to minimize total
stakeholder costs (TSC) of daily surgical operations.
Historical surgeries were scheduled into 18 operating
rooms parsed appropriately into inpatient and outpa-
tient facilities to minimize TSC of the combined facil-
ity (CF). BFD heuristics were used to emulate
scheduling policies that minimized institutional costs
while BFI rescheduling heuristics were used to mimic
policies that favored convenience for OP and sur-
geons.
Stakeholder costs were derived from schedule out-
comes. Wait time (WT) was valued at 15% and overtime
at 200% of budgeted time.  Institutional costs (IC) were
calculated as the sum of budgeted time plus overtime.
TSC was calculated as the sum of IC plus patient costs
(15% of the sum of WT plus surgical time).  IC and WT
were used as surrogate measures of the effects of seg-
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FIGURE 1. Six panels illustrate surgical time (demand) versus institution costs (IC), patient wait time (WT), and total stakeholder costs
(TSC). IC is the sum of budgeted time and 2 times the overtime.  TSC is the sum of IC plus 0.15 times the sum of surgical time and WT.
The left panel compares schedules optimized Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD) to optimize institutional costs and Best-Fit-Increasing (BFI) to mini-
mize patient WT.  The right panel compares combined facility (CF) schedules optimized to TSC to inpatient (IP) and outpatient (OP) facili-
ties individually.  Weekdays, weekends, and holiday days were segmented, n = 2,260 days.
mentation on institutional and patient stakeholders
respectively. Stakeholder costs were aggregated on a
daily basis and summarized using linear regression.
Relative rates of stakeholder costs (%) were reported
with respect to surgical demand.  CF schedules were
compared with unsegmented facilities rescheduled
using standard BFD and BFI scheduling policies.
To achieve our segmentation model, we removed
scheduling constraints due to order of procedures,
overlap/non-overlap of surgeries by a surgeon, block
scheduling, use of overtime, and turnover times to
make our analyses technically and intellectually feasi-
ble.  In doing so, we attempted to maintain a breadth
of surgical experience, all the various surgical subsets
and subspecialties, and the variability and procedural
diversity of real data7 while at the same time minimiz-
ing the potential for biasing our results.  
Results
Our database contained 3,424 different CPT codes
performed by 270 surgeons and 152 anesthesiologists
over 2,260 days.  Surgical procedure durations ranged
5-1440 min.  The mean age of patients was 48.5 ±
18.4 yr (mean ± SD) with 50% males and 50% females.
Of all surgical procedures, 61.6% were associated with
general anesthesia, 12.4% local, 18.9% regional, and
7.1% were monitored with sedation.
Institution costs, wait time, and stakeholder costs
were plotted with respect to surgical demand (x-axis)
and unsegmented (left panel) and segmented (right
panel) facilities were compared in Figure 1.
The left panels compare surgical schedules optimized
BFD to schedules optimized BFI.  The right panels
compare CF schedules optimized to TSC with surgeries
rescheduled to IP and OP facilities individually.
Institutional costs (IC) were 16% greater and total
stakeholder costs (TSC) were 11% greater than unseg-
mented facilities scheduled BFD. Patient wait times
(WT) were 25% less in segmented facilities compared
with unsegmented facilities scheduled BFD (P < 0.00,
n = 2,260 days).
Conclusion
We implemented a constraint-based heuristic model of
OP segmentation.  A newsvendor model was used to
parse surgical demand and scheduling heuristics were
employed to reschedule IP and OP facilities to mini-
mize CF costs.  The effects of OP segmentation on
stakeholders were estimated using schedule outcomes.
IC and TSC were greatest in segmented facilities while
patient WT was least in segmented facilities.
We used scheduling heuristics and not a human
scheduler to model scheduling policies.  In addition,
to investigate the segmentation constraint, we
removed other constraints from the schedules to
reduce confounding influences and potential con-
straint interactions.  A real world schedule would
never be assembled without constraints.  The interde-
pendence of scheduling constraints and the magnitude
and nature of their potential interactions is not known
at present.  With further research, we anticipate future
models will automate schedules using more realistic
and complex constraints.
Long wait lists for surgeries have led to recognition
in the literature of a need to develop analyses to sup-
port evidence-based management of surgical services.8
Data is of little value without analytical tools to trans-
form data into management knowledge.  Operations
research and modeling are important because they
establish the decision support tools needed to begin
measurement and experimentation.9
To be useful, complex statistical models must be
designed, developed, tested, and realized as mathe-
matical and ultimately as computational models trans-
lated into software.  Scheduling policies developed
from such analyses could then be formulated and test-
ed by management prior to actual implementation in
hospitals.  These models could then be used to inform
surgical scheduling policies and evidence-based man-
agement of wait times.
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In access to elective surgical care (i.e. medically neces-
sary but not emergency), the total length of time that
patients have to wait for surgery after being referred
by their primary care physician consists of the time
from referral to appointment with surgeon and the
time from appointment to surgery.1 Time to appoint-
ment depends on the number of referrals, the avail-
ability of surgeons for appointments, and the method
of scheduling appointments.2
In care services where surgeons maintain individual
appointment lists the availability of referral surgeon
influences time to appointment. Appointment is
scheduled when the referral surgeon is available for
clinic appointments. Surgery schedule, teaching,
involvement with research and vacation periods may
delay appointments with surgeons. As a result, time to
appointment may vary greatly between patients.3
Pooling referrals on one appointment list and
scheduling appointments with the first available, not
referral, surgeon was recommended as a method of
reducing time to appointment. It has been argued that
by eliminating periods when appointment with partic-
ular surgeon cannot be scheduled, the impact of
schedules of individual surgeon on the time to
appointment can be reduced.4 It has also been argued
that pooling referrals reduces the uneven distribution
of patients over individual waiting lists5 which may
contribute to variation in waiting times as well.6
Little is known however, on how the pooled-lists
method affects time to appointment in a service where
surgeons engage in multiple activities. It is also not
known how the method may impact time between
appointment and surgery as more patients will be seen
and registered for surgery per time unit. Additional
uncertainty of the impact the pooled-lists method may
have on waiting times relates to the prioritization of
patients on appointment and surgical wait lists.
The purpose of this study was to compare, by
means of simulations, two methods for scheduling
outpatient clinic appointments in a surgical service
where the availability of surgeons for appointments
depends on other activities within clinical practice.
The methods we compared were individual-surgeon
appointment lists and scheduling appointments with
referral surgeon (method 1), and pooled appointment
lists and scheduling appointments with the first avail-
able, not referral, surgeon (method 2). 
Methods
We considered a surgical care service in which three
surgeons have admitting rights to a single hospital. We
based our model on the description of cardiac surgery
service at a tertiary hospital in British Columbia (BC),
Canada, one of the four hospitals delivering all adult
open-heart surgeries to four million residents of BC.7
The hospital provides the surgeons with an outpatient
clinic and a dedicated operating room (OR). Use of
clinic and OR time is managed through the periodic
allocation of clinic and OR slots to surgeons.8
The three surgeons coordinate their weekly duties
so that one is on-call and performs some operations
(on-call duty), one is at clinic and assesses patients
from appointment list (office duty), and the third sur-
geon performs the majority of operations (OR duty).
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When a surgeon is on vacation, the two remaining sur-
geons alternate their OR and on-call duties, leaving
the office duty unfilled and resulting in periods when
no clinic appointments are scheduled. The duty rota-
tion and vacation schedule of surgeons is planned for
18 weeks in advance.
We abstracted the surgical care delivery as an event-
driven reactive system involving multiple concurrent
processes.9 In total, we modeled five care processes in
outpatient clinic, eight in hospital and two supporting
processes. Statecharts visual formalism was employed
to model the care processes.10 By using Statecharts we
defined the behaviour of each modeled process by the
set of allowed sequences of events, conditions, actions
and temporal logic associated with the events and con-
ditions.
We constructed a discrete-event simulation model11
in which we modeled the progress of individual
patients in surgical service as a series of updates in
patient records in reaction to events generated by care
processes in asynchronous fashion. We included the
elective, urgent and emergency care pathways that are
common in many surgical services.7
Two versions of the simulation model described
above were developed to account for the differences
between the two methods. The outcomes used were
number of appointments and operations, and times
from referral to appointment and from appointment
to surgery. We ran each version of the model 100
times with different random number series to estimate
the variability in outcomes. Each run was 108 weeks
long. Model parameters were set to correspond to the
workload and capacities of the cardiac surgery service
in BC mentioned above. 
The number of appointments (operations) within
pre-defined time frames was compared by the ratio of
the total number of appointments (operations) under
method 2 to the total number of appointments (oper-
ations) under method 1. This standardized access ratio
(SAR) is similar to the standardized mortality ratio
used in epidemiology.12 For appointments, the time
frame was 12 weeks as virtually all appointments
occurred by then. For operations, it was 52 weeks as
the majority were done within this time.
We also compared the odds of appointment within
six weeks for method 2 over method 1.13 This time
frame was chosen because the combination of duty
rotation and vacation schedule limited each surgeon
to assessing patients in the clinic once every six weeks.
Finally, we compared the odds of undergoing surgery
within 18 weeks of appointment for the two methods
by also using the odds ratios. The 18-week time frame
was chosen to represent the cycle of clinic and OR slot
allocation to surgeons.
Results
In total, 200 experiments produced 287144 patient
trajectories: 143469 for method 1 and 143675 for
method 2. At the end of simulation, 94.4% (method
1) and 96.4% (method 2) of trajectories on elective
pathway had progressed through the appointment
stage.
We found that, under the pooled-lists method, in the
first 12 weeks after referral there were more than twice
as many appointments as measured by the SAR 2.40
(95% CI 2.32, 2.47) in priority 1 and 2.56 (95% CI
2.53, 2.59) in priority 2, Table 1. The odds of appoint-
ment by week six under method 2 were three times
higher for priority 1 patients and 7 times higher for pri-
ority 2 as measured by the odds ratio, 3.42 (95% CI
2.87, 4.07) for priority 1 and 6.89 (95% CI 6.60, 7.19)
for priority 2. On the other hand, 24% fewer operations
were performed in priority 3 patients under the pooled-
lists method within the first year after appointment as
measured by the SAR = 0.76 (95% CI 0.74, 0.77). The
odds of surgery within 18 weeks after appointment in
priority 3 were 43% lower for method 2 than method 1,
OR = 0.57 (95% CI 0.54, 0.59).
Conclusions
Pooling all referrals to a surgical service on one
appointment list and scheduling outpatient clinic
Outpatient Apointment
TABLE 1.  The impact of pooled-lists policy on access to
appointment and time to surgery as measured by the standardized
access ratios and the odds ratios.
SAR (95% CI)† Odds Ratio (95% CI)§
Appointment
Priority 1 2.40 (2.32, 2.47) 3.42 (2.87, 4.07)
Priority 2 2.56 (2.53, 2.59) 6.89 (6.60, 7.19)
Surgery
Priority 1 0.95 (0.92, 0.98) 1.14 (0.96, 1.36)
Priority 2 0.93 (0.92, 0.94) 0.98 (0.92, 1.05)
Priority 3 0.76 (0.74, 0.77) 0.57 (0.54, 0.59)
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; SAR = standardized
access ratio; † SAR is the total number of appointments (opera-
tions) within 12 weeks (52 weeks) under scheduling method 2 as
compared to method 1.
§ Odds ratio is the ratio of odds of having appointment (surgery)
within six weeks (18 weeks) under scheduling method 2 as com-
pared to method 1.
appointments with the first available, not referral, sur-
geon has a differential impact on different segments of
the post-referral time and across surgical priority
groups. The pooled-lists method shortens time to
appointment but increases time to surgery in patients
who have been prioritized to non-urgent group.
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Abstract:
We studied the care-provider paths followed by 3,946
patients in Quebec in 2001. We showed that the
patients flow during the three months preceding dis-
charge from hospital can be represented by a Markov
model with memory. This model enables study of four
major scenarios to improve health outcomes, work-
loads and cost efficiency in the overall community-
based care delivery system. Based on the field data, we
establish that increasing the availability of specialists,
family physicians and general practitioners to mitigate
the need for ER visits would be an effective strategy
for improvement. 
A comprehensive policy to support stroke patients
needs to incorporate both hospital-based and commu-
nity-based care delivery processes.  The seamless flow
of patients through the healthcare providers in such an
integrated system is crucial for achieving successful
outcomes.1 Emergency rooms (ER) have a crucial role
in this context, since in many cases ER acts as the hos-
pital's "gate keeper", determining if a patient needs to
be (re)admitted.2 In this paper, we establish (based on
field data) that mitigating the ER visits of stroke
patients improves health outcomes, distribution of
workload across the healthcare system as well as asso-
ciated costs. To this end, we make use of a Markov
modeling framework, where the aggregate patient
flow information is represented in a compact form
through the use of a transition-probability matrix.3-12
This allows us to investigate the system-wide impact of
several plausible scenarios with regards to the delivery
of community-based care to stroke patients who are
recently discharged from hospital.
Methods
The care providers that patients visit constitute five
major categories: family physician (F), general practi-
tioner (G), specialist (S), emergency room (ER), and
short-term hospitalization (H). Here, a "family physi-
cian" is the general practitioner that the patient has
been seeing consistently before the stroke episode. A
stochastic process governing the movement of a typical
stroke patient from one care-provider to the next is rep-
resented by our absorbing Markov model.  Our analy-
ses showed that -based on the last two care-providers
visited- the probability of a next visit to each of the care-
providers can be predicted quite accurately. 
Data
The data set in the study was obtained from Regie
d'Assurance maladie du Quebec (RAMQ). All care-
provider paths following the patients' discharge from
Quebec acute-care hospitals in 2001 and their fre-
quencies are determined. While determining the
paths, the data obtained from records of fee-for-ser-
vice billings on visits to care-providers within three
months after discharge are used.  
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Analysis
After validating our Markov model, we conducted sce-
nario analyses so as to develop a solid understanding
of the main drivers of health outcomes, workload and
costs in the community-based care delivery system to
stroke patients. In analyzing health outcomes, we par-
ticularly focused on five sub-paths H-H, G-H, S-H,
ER-H and H-S, which are associated with significant-
ly higher mortality rates than the overall system aver-
age. If the patient were to follow any of these five
critical sub-paths the probability of death increases
above 10%, while it is around 2% on average.
Therefore, mitigating the occurrence of these critical
sub-paths would result in better health outcomes in
our opinion. Each of the following four scenarios was
implemented by altering only the associated portion
of the transition-probability matrix. Our findings for
the most promising two of these scenarios are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Scenario #1: Channeling 25% of the patients that go
to ER during their first visit after discharge from hos-
pital to a specialist. As depicted in Table 1, this results
in only a 7% increase on the total workload of special-
ists, while reducing the total workload on ER by 20%.
Also, because the visits to critical sub-path ER-H are
reduced by 24%, the number of short-term hospital-
izations (H) is 17% less under this scenario. Since H is
the most expensive care-provider, this leads to a 14%
cost reduction per stroke patient. 
Scenario #2: Channeling 25% of the patients that go
to ER during their first visit after discharge from hos-
pital to F or G. Similar results to Scenario #1 are
observed in both cases. 
Scenario #3: Channeling 25% of the patients that go
to H during their first visit after discharge from hospi-
tal to S, F or G. In contrast with scenarios #1 and #2,
patients are diverted from short-term hospitalization
rather than ER by increasing availability of other care-
providers. Interestingly, no significant improvement is
observed in the attributes we studied. 
Scenario #4: Channeling 25% of the patients that go
to ER after their first visit following discharge from
hospital to a specialist. This scenario is studied in order
to investigate whether the first visit show different
characteristics than the following visits. As depicted in
Table 1, under this scenario the workload of ER is
decreased by 31%, the workload of H is decreased by
22% and average cost is also improved by 18%.
Perhaps equally important are the 12% and 33% reduc-
tion in the number of visits to critical sub-paths H-H
and ER-H, respectively.  
Discussion
The scenario analyses summarized above indicates that
avoiding ER visits of stroke patients is a means to
improve health outcomes (i.e., reduce mortality
rates), workloads (i.e., reduced load on ER) and aver-
age cost per patient. Based on our experience in the
field, we believe that in many cases stroke patients find
it necessary to go to ER since they do not have con-
venient access to other care-providers, in particular
specialists, family physicians and general practitioners.
Our results show that channeling 25% of those
patients who visit ER to these care-providers leads to
improvements in all the attributes we have studied.
This amounts assuming that 25% of the patients end
Verter et al
TABLE 1:  The impact of avoiding ER visits by increasing availability of specialists 
# of visits # of visits # of visits 
Care-Provider Cost  [12] ($) Current situation Scenario #1 Reduction (%) Scenario #4 Reduction (%) 
F 40 /visit 4450 4460.16 -0.23 4450.12 0.00 
G 40 /visit 1613 1594.44 1.15 1846.03 -14.45 
S 55 /visit 4586 4902.17 -6.89 4881.19 -6.44 
ER 140 /visit 1341 1070.72 20.16 920.85 31.33 
H (7days) 3290 /stay 727 606.51 16.57 568.13 21.85 
Sub-path
H-H  17 15.44 9.20 14.99 11.82 
G-H 32 30.54 4.56 34.00 -6.25 
S-H 75 76.62 -2.15 79.00 -5.33 
ER-H 497 376.95 24.16 334.00 32.80 
H-S 145 123.34 14.94 145.62 -0.43 
Average Cost ($) 779.1 673.37 13.57 638.21 18.08 
up in ER simply due to the unavailability of other
care-providers, which we believe is a realistic assump-
tion in the context of Québec. Of course, the pro-
posed methodology allows for the use of more
accurate data pertaining to the scenarios that need to
be studied before a policy for system improvement can
be designed.
It is important to note that ER does serve as the
gate keeper for the hospital and a significant propor-
tion of the patients are hospitalized for a short-term
following a visit to ER. This is because some of the
stroke patients become worse while waiting for a spe-
cialist or physician, before they feel that they need to
visit an ER. Therefore, mitigating the ER visits also
reduces the number of short-term hospitalizations,
which constitute the most costly element of the care-
delivery system.  In addition, since ER-H is a critical
sub-path, mitigating ER visits by increasing the avail-
ability of specialists and/or physicians would also
reduce the mortality rate considerably.  
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